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NEW BMS CD RELEASE – BMS440CD 

THE THURSTON CONNECTION 
English Music for Clarinet and Piano 

Nicholas Cox, clarinet    Ian Buckle, piano 
The British Music Society is proud to announce the latest release on its main 

recording label: a recital of music for clarinet and piano of which a major 

portion is linked with the career of the renowned English clarinettist Frederick 

Thurston (1901-1953).  The programme includes: 

1 Clarinet Sonata Arnold Bax (1883-1953) 

2 Clarinet Sonata Roger Fiske (1910-1987) 

3 Three Nocturnes Op. 6 Iain Hamilton (1922-2000) 

4 Paraphrase on Bird of Paradise Op 26 Hugh Wood (b. 1932) 

5 Duo Concertante Richard Rodney Bennett (b. 1936) 

The disc features première recordings of the Clarinet Sonata (1941) by Roger 

Fiske and Iain Hamilton’s Three Nocturnes (1951).  The music is performed 

by Nicholas Cox, who is currently Principal Clarinettist in the Royal Liverpool 

Philharmonic Orchestra, and pianist Ian Buckle.  A 20-page booklet, with 

extensive notes by Nicholas Cox and Malcolm Macdonald, accompanies the 

disc. 

The disc may be purchased by Members for £9 (in UK), £9.50 (in Europe) or 

£10 (outside Europe), US$17.50 (USA only) including postage from BMS 

Treasurer Stephen Trowell, 7 Tudor Gardens, Upminster, Essex, RM14 3DE, 

UK (payment to accompany orders, favour “The British Music Society”, US$ 

favour “S.C. Trowell” – refer regarding payment in other currencies). Email: 

sct.bms1943@eldy.org Phone: 01708–224795 

Members are reminded that NO discounts apply to these new 
prices in future. 

Chairman’s Message 
It has been an eventful autumn for the new BMS committee with many 
exciting ideas to explore over the coming months and much positive 
news about British music in both the recording field and live concerts. 
The first William Alwyn Festival in Southwold drew much acclaim and 
succeeded in getting high profile on Radio 3 with a feature on Music 
Matters. The Thomas Dunhill Festival was launched in Devon whilst 
Plymouth and Northampton both hosted Malcolm Arnold events. The 
latter was an extraordinary occasion with all nine symphonies 
performed, in date order, over a long weekend. The remarkable 
organiser Paul Harris was invited onto Radio 3’s In Tune whilst I and 
others did interviews with John Griff on Radio Northampton – an 
example of local radio strongly supporting a local music event. 

    On the recordings front there has been a plethora of recordings of 
British music appearing on the shelves of internet warehouses with 
more and more unusual items being dug up and restored. The recent 
Somm recording of the early Fantasia for Piano and Orchestra by 
Vaughan Williams with the excellent Mark Bebbington is a prime 
example, whilst Em Marshall’s EMF have just released the premiere 
recording of Holst’s The Coming of Christ. I recently organized the 
launch of two exciting new Dutton CDs – Martin Yates’s inspired 
realization of Moeran’s Second Symphony and orchestration of John 
Ireland’s Sarnia as well as my own recording with the RSNO of Arthur 
Benjamin’s String Concerto which Andrew McGregor enthusiastically 
welcomed on CD Review – both for the music and the performances. 
The Dutton Epoch releases for October feature an astonishing range of 
composing talent including Stanley Bate, Franz Reizenstein, Joseph 
Holbrooke and Richard Rodney Bennett. 

    The worldwide recession is casting a dark shadow over the musical 
world with Classical music one of the easiest areas for cuts and we risk 
the loss of prime performance areas, library resources and many other 
‘cogs’ that have so successfully supported artistic endeavour both 
professional and amateur. Choral societies rely on the library system 
for affordable music that enables subs to be kept low so that all in 
society can potentially benefit from the numerous benefits of choral 
singing but, for example, the superb music section of Kensington 
Library has been lost to the general public. How many British 
conductors developed a skill for exploring beyond the mainstream 
repertoire in such places – the late Vernon Handley springs to mind as 
a prime example. New audiences for classical music exist and many are 
realizing the joy of hearing music ‘live’ and the enormous pleasure in 
discovering new pieces outside the mainstream. Recently, I conducted 
the world premiere concert performance of Charles Ives’s Orchestral 
Set No. 3 to a packed audience drawn by the promise of Saint-Saëns’s 
Organ Symphony. It was interesting how many people came up to me 
in the interval to say how much they had enjoyed the Ives – an 
experience undoubtedly helped by being able to both listen and see the 
performance in the sumptuous acoustic of St Barnabas, Ealing. 
Audience numbers are also up for my concert series with Worthing 
Symphony Orchestra – the professional orchestra of West Sussex – but 
here the dark shadow of funding cuts casts a deep pall over us with an 
announcement shortly about whether we lose the acoustically stunning 
Assembly Hall – a listed building that also contains Europe’s largest 
Wurlitzer, a fully-sprung dance floor and an acoustic to die for!  

    Should this amazing Hall be withdrawn from public use in times of 
economic hardship? It is a tough question and one that is no doubt 
being replayed across Britain, indeed, across the world. Attending a 
recent concert at the National Gallery in memory of Dame Myra Hess 
reminded me of previous dark times and how music has always had a 
profound ability to inspire people of all ages and backgrounds. 

John Gibbons - Chairman 

mailto:ian.maxwell@bluemail.ch
http://www.britishmusicsociety.com/
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Editorial 
Welcome to the last issue of BMS News for 2011 and the last issue 

of the newsletter in its present form. Firstly, I would like thank all 

those that have given me feedback on issue 131 (almost all of it 

ranging from positive to very positive!) and for some excellent 

suggestions received. I have also been very gratified that members 

responded splendidly to my appeal for contributions and a 

substantial number have been received – more, in fact, than may be 

accommodated in this issue. I have tried to respond to each 

contributor individually but I suffered a technical problem with my 

email earlier in the month and it is possible that some contributions 

were lost. May I request that if you sent something and either you 

have not heard from me or your item does not appear in this issue, 

please contact me again on my new email address: 

ian.maxwell@bluemail.ch. 

The front page of this issue features the latest BMS CD release. 

The main feature items this quarter are an item by Lewis Foreman 

about Martin Yates’ realisation of the sketches for the Second 

Symphony of E.J. Moeran, recorded by Dutton Epoch and an article 

by George Odam on recording the Songs of Martin Shaw. The 

Dutton CD is also reviewed on page 473. The BMS President, John 

McCabe, has contributed an interesting report on the activities of 

the Sittingbourne Music Society during its 2011-12 season and Lewis 

Foreman weighs in with a fascinating account of an introduction to 

the opera Tess by the extraordinary Baron Frédéric d’Erlanger, 

whose splendid Violin Concerto was released earlier this year by 

Hyperion in their Romantic Violin Concerto series. 2102 is the 10th 

anniversary of the death of Carey Blyton and Peter Thompson has 

provided a feature introducing the art music of the composer whose 

song Bananas in Pyjamas (written for the BBC’s Play School in 1967) 

inspired the globally successful eponymous children’s TV series. 

As mentioned by John Gibbons in his Chairman’s Message, there 

have been several festivals taking place over the past few months 

and reviews of some of these will be found in this issue. Principal 

amongst these was the Malcolm Arnold Festival in Northampton – an 

event of major significance. Edward Clark’s account of the 6th 

Kempten International Chamber Music Festival and Bill Marsh’s 

review of the vocal group Tenebrae in Philadelphia both provide 

testify to the continuing popularity of British music outside the UK. 

As I mentioned in my first editorial last issue, BMS News will 

undergo a substantial redevelopment during the next few months 

and the first issue of the new format will be that dated March 

2012. To make things easier for submissions, I am setting deadlines 

as the first day of the issue month – thus, the deadline for March 

2012 is Thursday, 1 March, for June 2012 is Friday 1 June 2012 and 

so on. 2012 is going to be a significant year for Britain. We are 

confident that British Music will continue its popularity revival and 

the BMS, with its publications, will be doing everything it can to 

help. 

Ian Maxwell - Editor 
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Guidelines for Submissions to BMS News 

BMS News is a newsletter – thus, the guiding principles for submission of items of 

news, articles, reviews, etc. should be a) brevity and b) informality of style. News 

is not really the platform for extended articles or scholarly papers (extended being 

defined here as more than about 3,000 words). The journal British Music and the 

occasional Monograph series are the appropriate places for such pieces. 

Exceptions may be made where there is a subject of especial interest – perhaps 

marking a significant anniversary of a composer that has not received much 

attention. That being said however, articles on all aspects of British Music within 

the remit of the society are welcome and members are encouraged to get out their 

pens, pencils or computer keyboards and contribute. BMS News is the newsletter 

for the members – it is your publication and it is read by people that share your 

interests. 

The issues of BMS News are currently prepared using Microsoft Office Word 2007 

and, naturally, if you are able to use the same application for composing your 

submissions, that makes things easier for me. However, I am fully aware that not 

everybody has Word 2007 or even a computer at all. So please send your items in 

whatever form is most comfortable and convenient for you. The only criterion for 

assessing whether or not an item is suitable for inclusion in a particular issue is its 

content. Submissions will certainly not be rejected simply for being hand-written, 

typed or even scribbled on the back of a beer-mat – provided they are legible and 

interesting. Submissions for BMS News will not be peer-reviewed but may be 

subject to editing for content or length. 
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Feature Articles 

Moeran’s Second Symphony – at last! 

Lewis Foreman on the preparation and recording of 

Martin Yates’s performing edition, his realization and 

completion of the surviving sketches of Moeran’s 

Symphony No 2 just issued by Dutton Epoch 

he morning of 21 June. I went to Glasgow on the 

6:02am train from Watford Junction and four and a 

half hours later as I walked into Glasgow’s Royal Concert 

Hall, the Royal Scottish National Orchestra conducted by 

Martin Yates were already three quarters of an hour into 

their recording session for Martin Yates’s realization and 

completion of Moeran’s Second Symphony, a process 

that went on all day. Although I had studied Martin’s 

score of his realization, actually hearing it played by a 

top-line orchestra was thrilling and I must say it’s a long 

time since I was more excited by hearing such an 

unfamiliar piece for the first time, unless it be the 

appearance of the second subject of the first movement of 

Tony Payne’s performing version of Elgar’s Third 

Symphony. The RSNO had already been working on it 

for sufficiently long that morning for the orchestra to 

already have both the idiom and the notes in their fingers. 

In fact I was hearing what proved to be the final take 

from the top; it was just a fine performance. And the 

music! As set into full score by Martin Yates it was 

convincingly authentic Moeran, the themes strong and 

memorable, and the orchestration even more so. Over the 

years I had picked out the themes on the piano but 

hearing it like this was overwhelming – I went into the 

control room to find everyone elated, and such a hard-

bitten team as this, who have heard everything – they 

were almost in tears at the power of the music. 

    Ernest John Moeran was very much a musical figure of 

the inter-war years and the 1940s, and a very distinctive 

one. As well as songs, folk-song arrangements and piano 

music he is principally remembered for a small but 

distinctive output of orchestral music which appeared 

between 1921 and 1948, some dozen works in all, a 

harvest crowned by the fine symphony in G minor, and 

the Concertos for violin and for cello. We have long 

known that Moeran had grappled for many years with the 

problems of producing a Second Symphony that satisfied 

him, a possibility brought into fascinating focus by 

Rhoderick McNeill’s article in Musical Times in 

December 1980, and more recently by Fabian Huss 

whose transcripts of the sketches can be seen by all in a 

web-based journal. In 1996 when in Melbourne, 

Australia, I had made a point of visiting the Victorian 

College of the Arts, where the surviving sketches of the 

symphony were then housed. It was a remarkably casual 

visit. I was taken into the librarian’s office where a large 

carton was retrieved from the top of his filing cabinet. I 

was led out into the library and given a table onto which 

was tipped a pile of Moeran manuscripts including the 

symphony sketches. Even without a piano to test them on, 

it was immediately apparent to me that this was 

potentially lovely music and that a performing edition 

should be attempted, an ambition reinforced soon 

afterwards by the example of Anthony Payne’s 

performing realization of Elgar’s Third Symphony.  I just 

needed to find the right person to address the task, further 

aiding access. 

    In recent years conductor Martin Yates, himself a 

composer of considerable accomplishment, has made 

orchestrations of works by Elgar and Ireland for his 

Dutton Epoch CD series, orchestrations in which he had 

been so remarkably successful in finding an authentic 

orchestral idiom, that he was clearly  the right person to 

work on the Moeran. When Martin produced his 

performing realization and completion of the sketches of 

the Seventh Symphony by his teacher Richard Arnell, 

quickly recorded by Dutton, I asked him if he knew the 

Moeran sketches. He hadn’t seen them, but he said he 

was about to conduct in Melbourne and while he was 

there he consulted the sketches of the Symphony, now in 

Melbourne University Library (E. J. Moeran Collection, 

Ms 25, Lenton Parr Music, Visual and Performing Arts 

Library). Martin writes: ‘I didn’t fully understand until I 

went to Melbourne and had the opportunity to see the 

sketches of Moeran’s Second Symphony that they would 

turn out to be as comprehensive as they were. There were 

some parts more thoroughly clear and worked out than 

others, but it was possible to see from what was on paper 

the sort of work Moeran must have been envisaging.’ 

    At the same time Fabian Huss produced his transcripts 

of the sketches published in a web-based journal, further 

aiding access. Martin soon enthusiastically agreed with 

me that a performing realization would be possible. He 

wrote: ‘The full reality of the possibility presented by the 

sketches only hit me when I returned to the UK and 

started playing through them on the piano; the music was 

so powerful, with strong melodies and rich harmonies that 

it had to be heard.  Even if it came down to just 

transcribing and orchestrating the excerpts as they 

existed, the music was longing to fly off the page. I had 

been a big fan of the G Minor Symphony and also the 

Sinfonietta for quite some years and the more I looked at 

the material for Symphony No.2 and played through it, 

the more I felt it might just be possible to create a work 

that, although it couldn’t be totally authentic Moeran, 

could allow the music to have the life put into it that it 

deserved.’ 

    The sketches only occupy a comparatively few pages 

and are not complete in any of the three existing 

movements. Yet there are in total 527 bars of short score; 

sometimes on only two staves and sometimes on as many 

as six.  Martin noted: ‘there are gaps and also, in my 

opinion, places where on revision Moeran would have 

definitely developed the material more fully than he has 

here’. ‘There are also bars containing attempts at ideas 

that are crossed out. When dealing with the gaps and the 

development I felt it possible (with my knowledge of 

some of his other completed works) to do the work 

required to “pull this aspect of it off”.’ 

T 
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    Martin continues: ‘The parts that were crossed out gave 

me a different problem. Should they be included or even 

considered at all? On repeated viewings I decided that I 

had to look beyond the written music to the man himself, 

and once I did that my decision to include and work on 

those parts crossed out became inevitable. Moeran’s state 

of mind at the time of writing this work is well 

documented in Barry Marsh’s enlightening notes for the 

Dutton CD, and having known well one particular 

composer who suffered similar problems to Moeran, I 

really do believe that an inability to focus and see 

complex melodic and harmonic structures through to 

completion was his problem here. Moeran’s genius gave 

him plenty of original ideas but he needed a better set of 

personal circumstances and then he would most likely 

have seen his ideas through. It looks as though he simply 

gave up on them and in frustration crossed them out. You 

can tell this by looking at how an abortive pattern of notes 

starts; one example has a running melody utilising a three 

note chord. He takes these on for a few notes then drops 

one note out leaving a few two note chords and a bar later 

this is reduced to only one note. The idea finally peters 

out and is then crossed out. These crossed out moments 

became important and interesting pieces of the puzzle that 

would allow me to “complete” the symphony.’ 

    Is any of this complete, at least in short score? Fabian 

Huss in his informative essay on the sketches suggests 

that the first movement is nearly complete. Martin 

disagrees remarking: ‘If one takes on board that Moeran 

was writing what he himself had indicated was a 

substantial work then the existing five minutes of playing 

time simply doesn’t hold up as a substantial movement. If 

the slow movement is the pinnacle of the work and 

ultimately the longest, this third movement would be 

reached after only nine minutes or so and I just cannot see 

that, especially bearing in mind the proportions of the G 

Minor Symphony and the Sinfonietta. I feel that the 

material for the 93 bars of the first movement is a plan, 

not a completed structure. The musical material contained 

with the movement is too strong to simply be played once 

and then discarded. The second subject alone is worth 

returning to. I therefore took these existing 93 bars as an 

introduction and part development and worked from 

there. The orchestration indications in the first movement 

were detailed enough for me to structure the work in 

orchestral terms.  The resulting 191 bars feels to me much 

more in the proportion that I would expect from Moeran 

in such a work,  even if he was aiming for the Sibelius 7 

model of a symphony in one movement, with various 

sections.’ 

    This brings us to the question of whether this was to be 

a symphony in one movement or in four.  In Martin Yates 

realization the music plays continuously, though before 

the slow movement (Adagio) there is a silent pause bar to 

allow the ensuing music to emerge from silence.  Martin 

took issue with the late Lionel Hill’s account of his friend 

Moeran’s music. ‘The unproven claim of his friend 

Lionel Hill that Moeran seriously took up his suggestion 

to write the symphony into a one movement work does 

throw up some important issues. Moeran may well have 

thought about doing it this way and may have even done 

some work on it, but did he really finish it in this form or 

did he return to his original idea of a four movement 

work? Are these sketches in fact the attempt at that 

Sibelian model, not the originally talked about four 

movement work allegedly completed and subsequently 

destroyed?’ 

    ‘Once I had decided that the sketches were a set of 

plans (indeed sketches) then the path I would take became 

clearer. Getting into the scherzo was interesting. There is 

a bar with a nine note figure that is started but goes 

nowhere. This pattern of notes is related to the scherzo 

and I thought well worth developing into a transition from 

movement one into movement two. The most well set out 

and ‘complete’ movement was in fact the Scherzo 

(second movement). It has very detailed instrumentation 

ideas and indications as well as a clear idea that Moeran 

intended to utilise material from movement one in the 

second, continuing this pattern in the following 

movements so that by the finale he would be using all the 

material from the three previous movements in various 

forms. In the scherzo I did some tidying up work on the 

development and as there seemed to be no attempt at a 

recapitulation, I worked on this too. The Coda, including 

the daring slip from B minor to B flat minor in the cellos 

and basses just before the end of the movement is 

Moeran’s own. It allows the scherzo to proceed into the 

slow movement (in E flat) without any obvious 

problems.’ 

    As the sketches proceed to the slow movement and the 

end of the work, the problems proliferate. Martin 

remarked: ‘The slow movement is a curious affair. It is 

marked at the start as dotted crotchet equals crotchet. 

That would have to make it a trio to the scherzo and not 

the slow movement at all. This is of course very 

interesting but the more I played this piece getting it 

faster and faster until I reached the required tempo I 

believed this less and less as a possibility.  Ultimately this 

material is the slow movement, and indeed it’s identified 

by Fabian Huss as being exactly that. It just has to be 

listened to at a steadily unfolding tempo, not at an 

apologetic dash, for the full glory of what Moeran was 

working on to become apparent. As I said, there are 527 

bars of the sketches in total and it all runs out, rather 

suddenly at the end of a short re-statement of the scherzo 

material following the “slow movement”. So, there is no 

finale and not a clue as to what I should do.’ 

    We are faced with a parallel to that encountered by 

Tony Payne in Elgar’s Third Symphony − there appeared 

to be no clue as to how the music should end.  ‘It is 

likely, or at least possible, that Moeran was intending his 

final movement to be derived from material previously 

heard throughout the symphony, after all this is what he 

did in the Sinfonietta. I still needed something substantial 

though to hang whatever I could write on to, and it simply 

wasn’t there. I re-looked at the scherzo re-statement that 

appears at the end of the slow section and in this I saw 

something that could be developed firstly into an 
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introduction and secondly into some material for the first 

subject. It’s closely related to the opening brass call at the 

start of the symphony.’ 

    When I had visited Melbourne in 1996 I had noted that 

there was something in Moeran’s hand on the back of two 

or three pages.  Like an idiot I had failed to take a 

photocopy – only excusable because this was well before 

Tony Payne’s completion of his work on Elgar’s Third 

Symphony, and the practical possibility of attempting a 

performing version seemed far away.  Martin had clearly 

not noted them either and he remarked: ‘I started working 

on this and progressed pretty well. I kept getting stuck 

though and one night, in desperation, put a call through to 

the ever helpful Music Library at the University of 

Melbourne and asked if they could get the sketches out 

and look through them again, taking particular notice of 

anything that may be written on the back of any of the 

pages. Scans of the backs of the pages arrived within a 

week. On the back of a couple of pages near the end of 

the work there were two properly sketched ideas. One of 

them just had to be related to the slow movement; its 

texture and style seemed so right, but the other, a sort of 

un-harmonised folk song melody in 2/2 could be the key. 

I spent a day or so harmonising this and of course, like 

any good detective story, it turned out to be the missing 

piece of the puzzle. I say this because it became my 

missing piece; whether it is the missing piece or not can 

never be established, unless the real full score does still 

exist and miraculously turns up.  Having discovered what 

I felt was an idea related to the slow movement at this 

stage meant that I had to re-write that movement again. In 

doing so it led me to construct an introduction to the 

movement that hadn’t existed in my previous attempts. 

This allows the full beauty of the melody to be discovered 

almost by accident as the movement progresses.’ 

    When work on Elgar’s Third Symphony first became 

public there were many letters to the press, and comments 

from the good and the great, objecting on what were 

described as ‘moral’ grounds. (One has to observe that by 

and large such commentators tend to make their views 

known without taking the precaution of actually listening 

to the music in question!)  Martin commented: ‘There 

will always be with musical detective and construction 

work of this type those people who think that the sketches 

should have been untouched. I am the first person to say 

that this Symphony cannot be the one the Moeran would 

ultimately have written had he completed it. However, 

E.J. Moeran was a composer of considerable stature and 

the sketches he left behind contain music of such beauty 

and excitement that ultimately the realising of this work, 

even in the form that I have put on paper, expanding it 

from 527 to 1250 bars is, in my opinion worth it. For us 

to be able to hear the new directions Moeran was 

attempting to explore and also for us to try to understand 

the mind of someone, who even though he had written 

glorious music in this symphony, was not satisfied with 

his work, is of major importance. The ardour and 

enthusiasm which the Royal Scottish National Orchestra 

gave to the first reading and during the recording spoke 

volumes to all of us present. The music intended for this 

work is great music and if at the very least we are able to 

evaluate this then the exercise has been well worth the 

effort.’ 

    The completed score is indeed compelling and even at 

the level of revelling in Moeran’s haunting invention I 

commend it to all. For myself I must say that Martin 

Yates has uncovered a score that is as viable as Anthony 

Payne’s Elgar and at the very least it has to be heard. 

© Lewis Foreman, October 2011 

Recording Shaw for the First Time 

wo years ago, sitting at the long green leathered 

reading desk in the hushed busyness of the British 

Library, I opened the first old, brown, hard-backed folio 

book on the soft black document reader, searching for 

songs by Martin Shaw who was born in London in 1875 

and died in Suffolk in 1958. The online catalogue had 

identified each individual song but I had not expected 

them to arrive in a bound volume along with those of 

many other composers of the same generation and there 

was no index. The book was stiff to open and felt and 

smelt as though it had not often been consulted. I turned 

each page carefully, meeting composers and their songs I 

had never before encountered, until I arrived at the copy 

of Martin Shaw’s The Airmen. I had chosen to start with 

this song since its title intrigued me and its date had told 

me that it had been written in or around the year of the 

Battle of Britain. I already knew just one of Shaw’s songs 

– Summer on a poem by Christina Rossetti – and a 

handful of hymn tunes, such as Little Cornard (Hills of 

the North Rejoice) – so the first page of The Airmen came 

as a shock. As I read through all nine pages of this 

amazing song, they almost vibrated with the energy and 

rhythm of the music. I wanted to jump up and shatter the 

silence of the Rare Books and Music room with a 

‘Eureka’ shout. Had I been working in the library of the 

Guildhall School, where I had recently been based, I 

would have rushed with the copy to the electric keyboard 

and earphones and played it through, but the British 

Library does not allow such a facility, so my excitement 

had to be contained. The music was immediately 

engaging and exciting, with a fluidity and driving sense 

of purpose that distinguished it as a composition by an 

experienced and skilled composer and the tough and vivid 

poem, by Margaret Armour, who died in 1943, was 

completely unknown to me. 

    Research into songs inevitably includes some 

wandering down the paths of poetry and the trail of 

Margaret Armour proved especially interesting. The 

poem was first published in The Times on May 28 1940 

and has only recently reappeared in a selection of modern 

Scottish women poets. Although she died in 1943 her 

exact date of birth is not known, but is likely to predate 

Shaw by a decade or so. She is now remembered best as 

the first translator into English of Wagner’s Ring of the 

Nibelungs (illustrated by Arthur Rackham) in the 1870s, 

and also as the first translator into English of the poems 

of Heinrich Heine. Margaret Armour wrote several sets of 
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her own poems, perhaps the most fascinating being 

Thames Sonnets 1897, illustrated with beautiful and 

moving woodcuts, called Semblances by her husband 

William. B. Macdougall. The poems clearly predate T. S. 

Eliot’s Waste Land 1922, and appear to have heavily 

influenced its writing, most particularly in the final and 

twelfth desolate stanza, Way for the Dead. 

    Her poem The Airmen gives a poetic account of the 

Battle of Britain using bird imagery to symbolise the 

heroic pilots: 

Have you heard those birds of the morning 

That rise with the lark’s first flight? 

Have you seen those birds of shadow 

That pounce with the owl at night? 

They swoop where hell is flaming, 

They soar in heav’n apart. 

They soar with the eagle’s swiftness 

And fight with the eagle’s heart. 

    Shaw appears to have taken the poem immediately to 

his heart having read it in The Times, and, since the song 

was published in 1941, is most likely to have completed it 

in the battle year of 1940 with the aerial conflicts still 

being fought in the skies above him. To anyone who lived 

through this fateful time, the sounds and figures Shaw 

chooses for the accompaniment ring true and awaken old 

fears of “Is it one of ours?” The engines of the planes 

rumble in the rapid low triplets of the left hand while the 

air-raid sirens wail up and down in the right middle 

register. I am one who remembers these sounds in 

childhood and for me the song encapsulates the terror and 

heroic determination of those times. This song is one of 

the only contemporary art songs on this subject written by 

two British artists who had lived through the experience 

themselves, and it stands alongside the paintings of the 

war artists like Paul Nash and Stanley Spencer and poems 

of writers like Edmund Blunden and John Pudney. 

    Baritone Roderick Williams was the first of the three 

artists featured in the new recording to agree willingly to 

take part in the project and learn this repertoire that was 

entirely new to him. At the 2010 Ludlow Weekend of 

English Song, Williams had already enthusiastically sung 

the light and rustic setting by Shaw of John Masefield’s 

London Town, but his newly recorded stunning 

performance of The Airmen, so brilliantly and 

dramatically supported at the piano by the accompanist 

throughout the recording, Iain Burnside, is guaranteed to 

grab the attention of many listeners for whom Shaw is an 

unknown voice. Indeed it was with Iain Burnside’s help 

and encouragement that this recording was able to take 

place. He and I had worked for some years as colleagues 

at the Guildhall School, most specially on his research 

into performance practice in extending song recitals into 

mini-dramas and I managed to pin him down for an hour 

in a coffee shop near the Guildhall early in 2010. I had 

brought with me copies of over sixty Shaw songs in four 

folders and I opened the first folder at The Airmen. Iain’s 

eyes showed an instant interest and he then turned to Jack 

Overdue written the year after The Airmen and an obvious 

sequel to it. From then on he was hooked. Although not 

specified for voice, the poem and the tessitura, somewhat 

higher than many of Shaw’s other songs, Jack Overdue 

clearly suggested soprano. 

    Sophie Bevan had also willingly accepted the challenge 

of learning new repertoire for this first recording, and her 

insightful interpretation of this touching poem and 

lyrically moving song is set to become definitive. The 

poem Jack Overdue is by John Pudney (1909-77), noted 

at the heading of the song as Flight Lieutenant RAF, and 

the song is dedicated to the composer’s nephew Sebastian 

Shaw: Flt. Lt. RAF, son of Martin’s younger brother 

Geoffrey. Sebastian had a distinguished wartime career in 

the RAF and then became a well-known actor in 

Shakespeare at Stratford, in dramas in London’s West 

End and New York’s Broadway, in film and latterly in 

directing and writing. One of his last roles was as Darth 

Vader in Star Wars. In 1941 Martin Shaw sent his 

nephew a copy of the new song Jack Overdue for which 

he was immediately thanked in a letter from Sebastian in 

which he writes in September 1942: 

    “I am proud and flattered that it is ‘mine’, thank 

you for it very much. I read music very sketchily 

but it looks great to me….I like the words 

immensely and I shall have to write to Pudney to 

tell him. He and I ‘went back to school together’ 

when we went through a disciplinary course at 

Loughborough. There we learned to be officers and 

gentlemen in three weeks – a rapid transformation 

you’ll agree.” 

    Jack Overdue tells a touching story set at the height of 

the worst days of the Second World War, in a base closed 

for the night, but where an “ash-blonde Waaf is waiting 

tea” listening for news of her pilot lover Jack who is out 

flying over the ice ‘in the killer sea.’ Shaw sets these 

evocative and very contemporary words, tinged with 

irony and stoicism, in an insouciant and deceptively 

simple folk-influenced manner, throwing the words into 

sharp relief and only for a few seconds underlining the 

drama unfolding out at sea. To cap this, he forms the 

whole song into one long and instantly memorable 

strophic melody, which is a rare achievement. Like so 

many of Shaw’s other songs, Jack Overdue is short, 

direct, controlled but containing a great many inflexions 

and expressive moments that demand contemplation and 

reflection through repeated hearings. Together with The 

Airmen, Jack Overdue represents the composition of 

contemporary music of World War Two that does not 

appear, to my knowledge, in any other British composer’s 

art songs and ranks alongside the best work of the official 

war artists and poets as music’s representative. These two 

songs should have their place in the Imperial War 

Museum!  Bringing these songs to life again made the 

effort of research, gaining sponsorship, finding artists and 

recording companies and venues worthwhile. 

    Andrew Kennedy had arrived for the recording session 

early on May Day 2011, having flown in from performing 

in Boston Massachusetts only the day before. With the 

inspiring dedication shown by so many professional 

artists, Andrew was early for the recording session the 
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next morning, and took the opportunity to take an early 

morning walk in the Spring sunshine through the 

beautiful English parkland in which the elegant Michael 

Tippett Centre stands near Bath, where we were invited to 

record all the songs. Bath Spa University had agreed to 

become a major sponsor of this project, and their 

generosity was the final act that allowed the project to 

proceed. Andrew’s reaction to learning Martin Shaw’s 

songs for the first time was very positive. He wrote to me 

a few weeks later: 

I was struck by how technically competent his 

(Shaw’s) compositions were and also by the broad 

range of styles and tempi in his music.  He has a 

good understanding of the effects his songs have 

on the listener and as a result they have an 

immediacy and freshness that makes them very 

easy to interpret and perform. I hope to be able to 

use them in my future English song programmes 

not least for contrast as, unlike some of his 

contemporaries, he favours the slightly brisker 

tempi! 

    In the tenor range there are no such historically 

interesting songs as The Airmen, but few composers 

successfully set the immensely popular poetry of Rudyard 

Kipling and Shaw’s joyful interpretation of Kipling’s 

Heffle Cuckoo Fair 1909 is a real audience pleaser. 

‘Heffle’ is a local pronunciation of the Sussex village of 

Heathfield, located just a few miles west of Kipling’s 

home at Batemans near Burwash. Local legend has it that 

spring begins on April 14
th
 when a fair is held in 

Heathfield and an old woman releases the first cuckoo 

from her basket. The fair is still held annually and 

children are taught the Cuckoo song. Heffle Cuckoo Fair 

is one of several on poems chosen by Shaw with a theme 

of the cuckoo and spring that will feature in this 

recording. It has an infectious energy with cuckoo calls 

resounding throughout the busy A major piano 

figurations, and the lilting melody, ending with a joyous 

ossia top A that Andrew took with eager delight, is one 

that sticks in the mind for weeks after. This is the first of 

four Kipling poems that Shaw set to music in 1919 just 

after the end of the Great War and the tragic death of his 

brother Jules near Arras in Artois, northern France, in the 

last months of that terrible conflict. The others, Pity Poor 

Fighting Men, Brookland Road and The Egg Shell are all 

featured in this first recording of Shaw’s songs, and all 

three performed by Roderick Williams. 

    One of the several distinctive aspects of Shaw’s writing 

is the absence of the introspective ‘dying fall’ so 

prevalent in his contemporaries, especially those who can 

be counted as English Pastoralists. So many of Shaw’s 

songs, even those that deal with highly dramatic subjects, 

are upbeat and strongly sculpted, never dwelling on 

anxiety and fateful thought, but rather showing a strength 

of purpose, delight in the natural world and sometimes 

almost a happy defiance. Throughout his life Shaw was 

dogged with ill health and having been born with a 

serious and, in those days, highly socially embarrassing 

naevus or port-wine stain covering the whole of the left 

side of his face, he had found the inner energy to defy 

these drawbacks and his exuberant embracing of life’s 

gifts is constantly expressed in his music. 

    A fine example of this will be found in Roderick 

Williams’ vigorously defiant interpretation of the well-

known poem Invictus by the equally unknown poet 

W.E.Henley, whose phrase: ‘bloody but unbowed’ and 

whose lines: ‘I am the master of my fate: I am the captain 

of my soul.’ have entered the national consciousness. 

Shaw set this in 1920 at the time when he took up his new 

post as organist at St. Martin’s in the Fields and also as 

Director of Music for the Guildhouse Fellowship, the 

renegade church set up behind Victoria station by Maude 

Royden, a pioneer for women in the Anglican church and 

their right to preach and eventually to be ordained. 

Roderick Williams himself also showed a courageous 

approach, arriving at the recording session with his left 

arm in a sling supporting a broken collar-bone. This was 

yet another mark of strong professionalism and it must 

have been painful to sing from ten in the morning until 

five in the evening, but he made no complaint and 

appeared not to be affected by it. The song Invictus is in 

highly dramatic parlando style in D minor with 

thundering dotted chords supporting a strong vocal line 

whose rhythmic word setting is very sensitive to speech 

rhythm and gives a hint of the influence Purcell’s music 

had on Shaw’s early career. Again it stands out 

stylistically from most of his contemporaries and is one of 

the many songs that contain tantalizing suggestions of 

what the opera Shaw hoped to write with theatrical genius 

and great friend Edward Gordon Craig could have been 

like. 

    Sophie Bevan’s day of recording began with the 

rapturous setting of Rossetti’s poem Summer, written by 

Shaw at the height of the First World War in 1917 but 

focusing only on the beauties of the English countryside. 

Summer was written specifically with the soprano voice 

in mind and it is athletic in line with an ear-catching 

melody and vigorous accompaniment figures, changing 

with ebb and flow of tempi and texture as the poem 

describes flora and fauna with the colour and detail 

evocative of that of Pre-Raphaelite painting. This song 

had been a favourite for advanced amateurs in the pre-war 

thirties and for a time, after the Second World War, but 

has apparently dropped from the repertoire completely in 

the last decades. Paul Baxter of the relatively new 

independent Delphian Records Limited had made the 

journey from Edinburgh to Bath to supervise and direct 

the recording. He single-handedly built and mounted the 

equipment and directed the proceedings over the three 

days with calm and supreme attention to musical detail. 

For Paul, Shaw was an unknown composer and by the 

end of the recordings he was certainly a convert. In his 

regular blog he recorded the experience recently, writing 

that: 

We were graciously received in the gorgeous 

surroundings of Bath Spa University’s Michael 

Tippett Centre. Iain Burnside has put together a 

disc of music by the composer Martin Shaw – this 
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guy really is the forgotten link between Ralph 

Vaughan Williams and Ben Britten! The singers 

were Sophie Bevan, Roderick Williams and 

Andrew Kennedy. What a joyous three days we 

spent unearthing these gems of song. 

    Since then Paul has already discussed how we can 

make a special effort in the production of a CD that he 

considers to be very important to the history of British 

song. The one question everyone asks me is why Martin 

Shaw’s songs have been completely neglected over the 

past thirty years or so, and the answer is unclear. Changes 

in taste are unpredictable and often composers suffer a 

sharp decline in interest in their music after their deaths. 

In the second half of his life, Martin Shaw dedicated 

much of his time to the writing and promotion of church 

music that was directed mainly at good amateurs and to 

encouraging congregational participation. Liturgical 

music has been in something of a decline in the national 

consciousness and those who remembered Shaw knew 

him either for this kind of work, promoting the 

congregational singing of hymns or, in the older 

generation, for his many works for schools and young 

people. If there is an emphasis on liturgical music now, it 

is on both the historic and the more demanding music 

written for professional choirs. In this country we have a 

huge benefit in the survival of cathedral choirs and the 

attendant repertoire, but this does not encourage a more 

congregational approach to church music. 

    In both areas of practical composition, both the media 

and the critics have a tendency to pigeon-hole composers 

who have skills in writing for amateurs and young 

performers and maybe consider them automatically 

second-rate. Most of Shaw’s songs were written with the 

good amateur in mind and this and his approach to church 

music fitted well with his strong dedication to Christian 

Socialism. His catalogue abounds with songs and 

arrangements for schools and young people, and this is a 

resource that awaits further research and action. A more 

modern emphasis on and searching for professionalism 

rather than amateurism and the search for virtuosic 

performance has drawn attention away from much of this 

more modestly aimed music. Tastes change easily in a 

world of rapid communication and the world that Martin 

Shaw portrayed best in his music was very much that of 

the first half of the last century, but now, with variety and 

choice dominating the music market, maybe this is the 

right time for many to become familiar again with the art 

of this modest man, whose unassuming attitude, 

dedication to causes and strong views on the function of 

music in society led him into the wilderness of neglect for 

many years. 

    There should be more than thirty songs on the Delphian 

disc to be released early in 2012 and none of this would 

have been possible without significant help from our 

sponsors including UridisC, RVW Trust, John Ireland 

Trust and other private contributors. 

© George Odam, May 2011 

Tess at Dorchester 

n 17 September I went to the Dorset County 

Museum at Dorchester for “The Sound of Tess: 

Discovering Baron Frédéric d’Erlanger and his Opera”.  

In the splendid ambience of the Victoria Hall, a team of 

singers supported Barry Ferguson who gave an 

illuminating evening devoted to Frederick d’Erlanger’s 

opera Tess, after Thomas Hardy’s novel Tess of the 

D’Urbevilles, while his team sang the principal numbers 

from the opera. 

    The British composer Frédéric d’Erlanger (1868-1943) 

was a Parisian-born banker. He was naturalised British 

and long resident in London, where he was involved in 

promoting music and was later a trustee of the London 

Philharmonic Orchestra. His catalogue of works is small 

but fascinating, as demonstrated by the recent Hyperion 

recording of the Violin Concerto and the ballet Les Cent 

Baisers, recorded by Dorati and the LSO in 1935, and 

reissued on CD by Dutton Vocalion. The revival of his 

glorious Requiem at Birmingham during the BMS 

Millennium Choral Competition in March 2001 

demonstrated that his major works are worth the effort in 

putting them on. At the time I was fascinated, not least by 

the reminiscence of Angel Clare in the tenor solo in the 

‘Offertorium’; a lovely score. But Tess is probably the 

work most worthy of our attention, a fact that prompted 

me to include Angel Clare’s aria ‘Last night I saw a 

vision of joy’ (sung in Italian) in a concert promoted by 

Westminster Arts Council in London in 1983, later issued 

on LP. No-one had sung it since until this initiative in 

Dorchester, and I must say I hope that experiencing the 

music in performance was surely but a step to seeing it on 

the stage with full orchestra. 

    Music lovers only remember Tess, if at all, as the opera 

that was playing in Naples when Mount Vesuvius erupted 

in April 1906. When it came to London in 1909 Tess was 

sung by no less a star than Emmy Destinn. There it was 

sung in Italian; it was last heard complete in English in a 

BBC broadcast conducted by the composer in 1929, 

unfortunately before the development of the technology 

to record off-air. 

    Tess is in four acts and nine extracts were sung 

accompanied by piano and obbligato violin. Abbi Temple 

(soprano) sang Tess, Clement Hetherington (tenor) was 

Angel Clare, Jack and Alec d’Urbeyfield were both sung 

by Jonathan Prentice (baritone), Rachel Gough was the 

violinist and Barry Ferguson presided at the piano. 

    The extracts played were:  

Act I: 

 Instrumental and Introduction – Dawn on May-Day, 

and Tess’s rousing her little brother Aby ‘Aby! Su 

presto!’ (Sung in Italian) 

 Tess and her father Jack Durbeyfield ‘Mother, ‘tis 

May-day!’ (in English) 

 Tess and Angel Clare ‘In White you look so lovely 

Tess’ 

 Angel Clare ‘Stanotte ho fatto un sogno’ (Sung in 

Italian) 

 Tess ‘I? I’m Tess Durbeyfield and I was born here’ 
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Act II 

 Tess and Alec D’Urberville ‘From now ne’er 

rebellious’ (The seduction scene) 
Act III 

 The Buttermakers’ Waltz 

 Tess ‘Ma un’ altra valle’ (sung in Italian) 
Act IV   

 Tess and Angel ‘Yes, alone at last’ (Finale) 

Altogether we heard some 40 minutes of the opera and 

although the sound of the orchestra is necessary to make 

its full impact, this was a convincing evening. Not the 

least of the issues that became plain was the fact that 

d’Erlanger’s adopted idiom is not entirely Italianate. The 

‘hit’ number, Angel Clare’s ‘Stanotte ho fatto un sogno’ 

(‘Last night I had a dream’) was a minor celebrity before 

the First World War with two acoustic recordings made in 

Italy, and the sound here is certainly school of Puccini 

and verismo. Elsewhere the influence is more French. So 

despite the libretto being by Puccini’s librettist, Luigi 

Illica, this is far from pastiche Puccini and once one has a 

feel for the range of d’Erlanger’s style in other works we 

can admire  his achievement without qualification. 

    It was, perhaps a little eccentric to divide the 

proceedings with a performance of d’Erlanger’s Violin 

Sonata, two movements before the interval and two after, 

less so to hear songs from d’Erlanger’s early Album of 

Six Songs, essentially tuneful drawing room ballads, at 

the end. Nevertheless, the delightful sonata was 

engagingly played by Rachel Gough. 

© Lewis Foreman, October 2011 

Carey Blyton 

ext year marks a double anniversary for the 

composer Carey Blyton (1932–2002). Born in 

Beckenham, Kent, Blyton attended the Grammar School 

there and up until 1948 actually felt a marked hostility 

towards music, claiming that he “loathed the teacher and 

he didn’t like me!” However, convalescing from polio 

during the summer of 1948, a neighbour offered to teach 

him to play the piano and, by the summer of 1949, he was 

writing his first piano pieces. 

    Natural history was also a passion – an abiding one 

throughout his life – and he began studying for a degree 

in Zoology at University College, London. But after a 

year the pressure to study music became too intense, and 

in 1953 he entered Trinity College of Music, London, 

where, in the four years he studied there, he obtained all 

the diplomas (Associate, Licentiate and Fellow). Then, in 

1954, he won the Sir Granville Bantock Prize for 

Composition and followed this with a BMus (London) 

and a Winston Churchill Endowment Fund award, which 

enabled him to study composition in Copenhagen with 

the Danish composer, Jorgen Jersild. 

    Carey Blyton was, by his own definition, “primarily a 

miniaturist,” composing mainly songs and chamber 

music, as well as writing short stories. However, he did 

also write a one-act opera, The Girl from Nogami, and an 

extended travel diary, called In Search of Serendipity, the 

latter of which is presently being prepared for publication 

to coincide with the anniversary year. 

    In an interview with the East Anglian Daily Times on 

6th November 1997, he said, “I have always thought of 

myself as a jobbing tunesmith, not a great composer. You 

want music for a particular purpose, I will write it. You 

pay me for doing it. It is a job.” This modest 

professionalism was key to his writing, but there was a lot 

else. He had a vast array of interests and passions, most of 

which found their way into his work (amounting to 111 

opus numbers) – from natural history to Japan; 

Gottschalk to Sherlock Holmes; Warlock to world music; 

fly-fishing to ragtime; Scott Fitzgerald to the Orient: the 

list is seemingly endless and multi-varied. Continuing in 

the interview, he said: “In the 60s and 70s I did a lot of 

TV and film music. I never ever did a feature film. I have 

always been rather sorry about that. On the other hand, 

critics are always saying that I am a miniaturist. Maybe if 

I had a great big canvas, which a feature film would be, I 

might have made a dog’s breakfast of it. I was very happy 

doing documentary films, for the RSPB or whatever. That 

suited me very well.” As did writing music for a number 

of early series of Doctor Who, for which he conjured 

many sci-fi soundscapes before the BBC Radiophonics 

Workshop arrived. 

    So, too, television commercials: “All those strange 

things like Lux toilet soap, Elastoplast, Nimble bread – 

which always came up on my Performing Rights return as 

Nimble bread! That is satisfying. The session players, on 

the London scene, they are so brilliant. They will play 

anything you put in front of them, any style, and they’re 

tremendous to work with.” All this ‘jobbing’ music, now 

a valuable snapshot of social history, is available to hear, 

performed by those very session players, in their original 

recordings, on four Apollo Sound discs. 

    But whilst this work brought in an income for the 

composer in the 1960s and 1970s, his tuneful and 

attractively written concert music struggled in a world 

where (to paraphrase Bax) the ‘cerebralist’ composers 

were dominant. That’s not to say that there weren’t 

performances – performers almost always warm to his 

scores – but these often took place in small venues and, 

despite much networking, the BBC showed little interest 

in playing this concert music. In my own interview with 

him on 30 December 1999 (Composer Interview No 1, 

Fand Music Press), I suggested to him that the 1960s and 

1970s were perhaps the worst time to be writing tonal 

music. He replied, “Yes. Very, very hard. I mean, I won’t 

mention any names – what do they say, ‘no name, no 

pack drill’ – but I’ve had more than one letter from 

distraught performers, saying, ‘I had a broadcast all lined 

up and I’ve had a letter from the BBC saying, “Will you 

remove the Carey Blyton work from your programme and 

substitute another work of the same duration by another 

composer.”’ I think the word is probably ‘petty-minded’. 

But there we are.” 

    Then, after years of what to his admirers was 

nonsensical, that this charming, lyrical and entertaining 

music should get little look-in when all that was 
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‘establishment’-promoted seemed so barren and ‘plinky-

plonk’, it was one of those intriguing coincidences of fate 

that the battle to have his concert music established in its 

own right should be won by the aid of a single nonsense 

song, composed in the back of a car during a long 

journey! I refer, of course, to Bananas in Pyjamas, a song 

that has taken the infant world by storm for over two 

decades now. Because of this explosion, it is hard to 

estimate how many adults now know from their own 

infancy or that of their children, the work of Carey 

Blyton. The Australian Broadcasting Corporation (ABC) 

has made a phenomenal success of the show and 

continually reinvents and distributes it worldwide. 

    And so, from the late 1980s, Carey was enabled to fund 

promotion of his neglected concert music with proceeds 

from “the Banana plantation,” as he put it. Much of this 

music is now published and recorded. There is a Carey 

Blyton website (www.careyblyton.co.uk) and the nucleus 

of a Carey Blyton Society. What is more, since his death, 

some of the orchestral music has now been taken up and 

there are recordings available of The Golden Road to 

Samarkand (Dutton) and The Hobbit (Sanctuary 

Classics), with the release of El Tango Ultimo and Cinque 

Port (both by Dutton) imminent. Whilst all this music 

may not have been commissioned for large sums of 

money – but, on the contrary, for relatively small sums, or 

because he had been asked to write it, or even, simply, 

because he just wanted to write it! – it is all, nonetheless, 

imbued with that professionalism alluded to earlier: “You 

want music for a particular purpose, I will write it.” 

    For example, nobody asked him to write ‘Vale, Diana!’ 

yet it serves many purposes – not least perhaps to express 

the poignancy of the hunted – and it is brilliantly written 

for string orchestra, and eminently playable. In fact, the 

more you look into Carey Blyton’s music, the more the 

phrase ‘jobbing tunesmith’ assumes little relevance. The 

practical, extrovert side to him stressed it: he was looking 

for work, yet much of the recital music seems to have 

been written for the sheer delight of writing it, a small 

commission merely being an excuse. A good example 

would be A Shoal of Fishes from 1983, where the 

fisherman and lover of natural history urged him, and 

where the contemporary composer delighted in exploring 

the ‘beautiful colours and effects’ of harp writing 

highlighted by Carlos Salzedo, and the admirer of Japan 

and Japanese art was drawn to illuminate prints by 

Hiroshige and anonymous poems of the period, published 

in 1832/3. The result is a magical suite for harp solo. But 

no-one paid him for it! 

    If you do not know the music of Carey Blyton, I would 

certainly recommend that you taste it: maybe your spirits 

will be lifted, or a smile be somewhere aroused by its 

gentle humour; he is a miniaturist, yes, but also a great 

original, and thanks to the ‘Banana plantation’ his music 

is easily sampled. The first port of call is 

www.careyblyton.co.uk. Much sheet music can be 

obtained from Modus Music (www.modusmusic.org – 

020-8363-2663), and recordings from Upbeat 

(www.upbeat.co.uk – 020-8668-3332) and Apollo Sound 

(www.apollosound.com – 020-7435-5255). The later 

music can be obtained from Fand Music Press, which also 

distributes the recordings (www.fandmusic.com – 01730-

267341). 

    A number of celebratory events are being planned for 

Carey’s anniversary year, including a song recital, ‘Carey 

Blyton and Friends’, given by soprano Alison Smart with 

her accompanist Katharine Durran at The Warehouse, 

Waterloo, London on Saturday, 19th May 2012 at 7:30 

pm. This will be a concert of Blyton’s songs together with 

songs by Peter Warlock and E.J. Moeran. 

© Peter Thompson, October 2011 

The Sittingbourne Music Society 

he season 2011/12 is the eighth of the Sittingbourne 

Music Society established by my wife and me, and 

this is as good a time as any to report on progress to BMS 

members, since one article of faith has been from the start 

the performance of British music – something in every 

concert, as far as possible. In the first seven seasons there 

have been only two concerts without any at all, which out 

of a total of 34 concerts is not a bad record – and one of 

those was a superb Chopin piano recital by Malcolm 

Binns, designed to celebrate the composer’s bicentenary 

and also to fill in a major gap in our repertoire. One of the 

problems we have is that there is not really a good grand 

piano in Sittingbourne, so we have the considerable 

expense of hiring one if we want anything using piano – 

on this occasion, we were very kindly loaned an 

instrument, though of course there are always removal 

and tuning costs to be considered. Another problem is 

that there is no appropriate concert-hall in central 

Sittingbourne, though fortunately we have established a 

very good working relationship with a local school 

nearby (Sittingbourne Community College). 

    The Society was set up because of our feeling that, 

having moved for family reasons from West London, we 

badly missed the opportunity of attending top-class 

classical concerts. Our feeling was reinforced by a 

splendid violin and piano recital given by two gifted 

young performers provided with an out-of-tune upright 

piano (imagine Prokofiev’s D major Violin Sonata on 

that!). We felt we ought to be able to improve on these 

circumstances. Apart from our work, the only substantial 

classical music heard in the town on a regular basis is 

provided by the Sittingbourne Orpheus Choral Society, 

who do two major concerts a year, though one of these is 

a Christmas concert of mainly light or commercial items 

(though one year they did perform Finzi’s In Terra Pax), 

so essentially we are down to one a year (in 2012 we will 

be having Brahms’s German Requiem). 

    We decided to try and encourage chamber and 

instrumental music, as well as occasionally vocal, and a 

chance meeting between my wife Monica and a local ex-

Mayor and at that time Councillor, Peter Morgan, 

introduced this topic. Peter was very keen, and after 

discussions with him, he found us a number of volunteers 

to form a committee, we had a public meeting to discuss 

the setting up of the society, and away we went. 

T 
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Committee membership has changed quite a lot, through 

illness or people moving away, but we have an excellent 

group of people, and though we really need at least two 

more, we manage to cope with putting on the concerts. 

Artists are chosen by various means – many are personal 

friends and colleagues with whom I have worked and 

whose performances I know (or whose agents are 

personal friends), some are chosen from the copious 

material sent to us by agents and artists, some through the 

Concert Promoters’ Network run by Making Music, 

which is a valuable resource, and on one occasion we 

went for a personal recommendation from a Society in 

Scotland (a triumph, a wonderful piano duet recital by 

Joseph Tong and Waka Hasegawa, aka Piano 4 Hands). 

Programmes are usually discussed with artists, many of 

whom are refreshingly open to ideas and even to learning 

new pieces (Alice Neary gave a wonderful performance 

of Walton’s solo cello Passacaglia as a result of this 

process). We have also managed to engage a few artists 

from abroad, and have been able to persuade string 

quartets from Holland, France and Russia to play Britten 

(No 2), Tippett (No 2) and Walton. 

    Average membership is normally about fifty, and we 

tend to double that by ticket sales on the door – it is hard 

work, though, because we don’t have somebody 

designated for Promotion, so press releases, public 

information to various sites, posters and their 

dissemination, all have to be done by us at home, as well 

as programmes. We have on occasion persuaded larger 

audiences to attend. For the King’s Singers, Julian Lloyd 

Webber’s recital, John Lill and the Cory Band we 

attracted several hundred each time. Our main difficulties 

have been getting into schools and the like, because we 

have always wanted to get into the community and 

provide outreach services. Unfortunately, local education 

has largely been singularly uninterested in what we’re 

doing – but when one school music teacher claimed the 

theme from Harry Potter as the “classical” item on a 

school concert, you can perhaps see the problem we face. 

    However, we’ve built up a loyal following, and one 

that will listen with attention to quite a range of music. 

Britten, for some reason, they find difficult, but quartets 

by Tippett and Walton have been enthusiastically 

received, and I think (and like to believe) our audiences 

have responded to the idea that British music is a natural 

part of the repertoire. It often seems to me that many 

music clubs go out of their way deliberately not to 

perform British music, and our experience suggests that it 

does actually give audiences something to which they 

eagerly respond. To some extent we have marked some 

significant anniversaries, such as the Rawsthorne and 

Tippett centenaries and the 50
th
 anniversary of the death 

of Vaughan Williams, though at other times we have 

featured composers outside calendar-related dates (3 

works by Britten in our first season, for instance, and 3 by 

William Alwyn in a recent flute and harp recital). We 

have also had a number of first performances, from two 

works (one specially commissioned) by a young 

composer born in Sittingbourne (Matthew Rogers), to 

pieces by John Joubert and others. 

    We have no funding from the local council, though we 

recently collaborated for a brass quintet concert to enable 

them to use a hall in a particularly deprived area of the 

town, and this relationship is one we’d like to revive at 

some time, though this particular event was a very 

complex one to organise (partly because the educational 

component fell through after much discussion because of 

the educational problems implied above). Our funding, 

therefore, comes from an initial set-up grant from Kent 

County Council, thanks to the good offices of our much-

valued Chairman, Peter Morgan, some individual grants 

from local councillors, the occasional composer trust 

supporting performances (such as John Ireland, Alan 

Rawsthorne, William Alwyn, and of course RVW) and 

above all the generosity of artists in agreeing to perform 

for fees well below their norm – in one case one-eighth! 

We have just learnt of a remarkably generous gesture of 

private sponsorship for one of this season’s concerts, 

which I hope might encourage some similar gifts from 

other local people. It shows that what we’re doing is 

appreciated, as indeed do the occasional remarks from 

people one meets in the town when shopping. It is a 

community resource which seems to be relished – though 

we are on a tight budget, and always strapped for cash, 

we hope to continue this good work, and have what we 

think are some exciting plans for our tenth season. If we 

can afford them! 

    Here’s a list of some of the major British works we 

have performed in our first seven seasons: 

ALWYN Naïades Fantasy Sonata; ARNOLD Brass 

Quintet No 1; PETER ASTON 5 Songs of Crazy Jane; 

BAX Piano Sonata No 3, String Quartet No 1; BRITTEN 

Harp Suite, Nocturnal, and String Quartet No 2; 

CALLUM DEWAR Guitar Sonata; ELGAR Serenade for 

strings and Severn Suite; HOLST St. Paul’s Suite and 

Wind Quintet; HOROVITZ Music-Hall Suite; IRELAND 

A Downland Suite and Fantasy-Sonata for clarinet and 

piano; GORDON JACOB Sextet; JOUBERT The Rose is 

Shaken in the Wind (song-cycle); McCABE 

Cloudcatcher Fells; PAUL PATTERSON two works for 

wind quintet; RAWSTHORNE Piano Trio; TIPPETT 

String Quartet No 2; VAUGHAN WILLIAMS String 

Quartet No 2; WALTON String Quartet in A minor, 

Passacaglia for solo cello, and Spitfire Prelude and 

Fugue. 

    In our repertoire list there are 62 other titles, mostly 

short, and the whole ranges from Dowland and Purcell to 

the present-day. A reasonable start – it is amazing how 

easy it is to persuade artists to think positively about their 

repertoire! 

© John McCabe, October 2011 
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Composer News 

Betty Roe 
Iain Sneddon of the Betty Roe Society has provided this 

excellent photograph of Betty Roe having received her MBE 

from Prince Charles at Buckingham Palace: 

Betty Roe is currently working with librettist Matt Fox on her 

latest opera, which will be performed by the Janice Thompson 

Performance Trust next year. 

Concert & Recital Reviews 

Tenebrae makes its Philadelphia Debut 

Tenebrae 

Friday 4 November 2011, Cathedral Basilica of Saints Peter 

& Paul, Philadelphia, PA, USA 

The celebrated chamber choir, Tenebrae appeared in an all-

British program on November 4, 2011 in the Cathedral Basilica 

of Saints Peter & Paul before an audience of several hundred. 

Nigel Short's ensemble was virtually unknown here except to 

the few of us who have enjoyed their recordings. Dr John A. 

Romeri, Director of Liturgical Music for the Archdiocese of 

Philadelphia had presented Tenebrae several times before when 

he was in St. Louis. New to Philadelphia, Dr. Romeri has 

energized the music program at the Cathedral Basilica, 

especially with a new concert series that opened with the 

Westminster Cathedral Choir from London on October 12. 

The first half of the program featured music included on 

Tenebrae's Latest CD (Signum Classics SIGCD267). Twenty-

one singers performed on the CD while eighteen made the US 

tour. There are many differences in the names indicating a 

fluctuating membership in the chorus but these differences 

made no difference in the thrilling performances. 

Holst's The Evening Watch began the evening with the chorus 

singing from the rear of the nave with an ethereal effect. The 

resonant acoustics of the Cathedral Basilica here and 

throughout the concert were a plus. From the first, the ability to 

vary dynamics and shade vocal lines was impressive. Tavener’s 

Funeral Ikos came next and also began from the rear of the 

nave and then the singers moved in processions using the three 

aisles then meeting in the front of the chancel. Here and 

elsewhere in the program, the exceptional basses in the choir 

formed a nice underpinning to the well-blended sound. 

Howells’ very beautiful Take Him, Earth for Cherishing, a very 

difficult piece, received an exceptional performance. It was 

followed by Richard Rodney Bennett's A Good-Night with its 

text by Francis Quarles. The first half closed with the fifth and 

sixth of Parry's Songs of Farewell: At the Round Earth’s 

Imagined Corners and Lord, Let Me Know Mine End. Both 

were performed brilliantly and the dynamic shifts were 

sensational. 

After the interval came Paul Mealor's Ubi Caritas, familiar 

from the Royal Wedding of the Duke and Duchess of 

Cambridge, in its US premiere. It was followed by the lovely A 

Spotless Rose – also by Mealor, a setting new to me and quite 

unlike the familiar Howells version. 

Closing the evening were León and Santiago from Joby 

Talbot's Path of Miracles. Here the virtuosity of the singers was 

displayed to the maximum. I am sure that none of these 

exceptional works had previously been heard in Philadelphia. 

The singers from time to time moved into various parts of the 

building and closed with sections of the chorus vanishing into 

remote parts of the Cathedral to create a magical effect. It was a 

performance to remember. A standing ovation with shouts of 

approval brought an encore which, unfortunately, was not 

announced. A nice spiritual-like piece with a baritone solo sent 

everyone on their way satisfied but wanting more. Dr. Romeri 

will bring them back again. 

© Bill Marsh, October 2011 

A York Bowen Premiere at Schott’s 

Michael Jones (Piano) 

Saturday 30 April 2011, Schott’s Music Shop, Great 

Marlborough Street, London, W1 

There is a story that the great international pianist Aldo 

Ciccolini once expressed a desire to play Vincent D’Indy’s 

Poëme des Montagnes Op.15 in public; however, his 

management vetoed it. If this sort of repertoire cannot be 

played by international virtuosi, and as it is too difficult for 

most amateur pianists, then who is to play it at all? Stand up 

Michael Jones, pianist/adventurer extraordinaire, who has been 

“In search of music” (Percy M Young’s phrase) for an 

incredible 40 years and has clocked up an amazing tally of over 

300 composers (and I have his list to prove it) since his 

schooldays. Michael made a welcome London appearance 

when he gave a recital in the basement of Schott’s music shop 

in Great Marlborough Street, W1, on 30th April (the day after 

William and Kate tied the knot). These concerts, part of a series 

run by the flamboyant virtuoso Jonathan Powell, featuring 

unusual music such as that by Ciurlionis and Blancafort, had 

hitherto been a well-kept secret to me, and this one was 

attended by a modest number of connoisseurs. 

As well as the above mentioned D’Indy suite, Michael played 

Louis Vierne’s suite Solitude, Op.44 (1917-18), both very 

rarely played, if at all, and fascinating. I will not write of them 

now, even though they may be of interest to some BMS 

members; suffice to say that they are intricately worked out, 
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being by pupils, or rather disciples of Cesar Franck, posing 

huge difficulties for even accomplished players, and they are 

hardly easy listening for the audience either! I was there to hear 

some unusual York Bowen pieces; unusual because four out of 

the five offered had not been published. I am happy to say that 

Monica Watson, author of York Bowen, a Centenary Tribute 

(1984) was in the audience. This book is now a classic of 

British music writing, a volume one returns to again and again 

like an old friend, for sheer pleasure as well as reference. She is 

surely chuffed at the explosion of interest in Uncle York in the 

last fifteen years. Of course, Bowen is not her uncle any more 

than he is mine, but anyone who has read the book will 

understand why I refer to him as Uncle York. Someone who 

could more literally call him uncle was Bowen’s great nephew, 

born 1956, who can remember as a small boy meeting his great 

uncle on two occasions, and has inherited a love of his music—

yes, he was in the audience too, with Monica. 

Michael started with the relatively well-known Reverie, Op.86 

of 1928 (published originally by Swan, it has now been 

reissued by Weinberger), written for the Daily Express National 

Piano Playing Contest. This, though perhaps not Bowen’s most 

original or profound music, features some absolutely exquisite 

pianistic writing, indebted to Chopin, Debussy and the Russian 

romantics such as Scriabin, with opportunities for ravishing 

cantabile tone, legatissimo chords, rapid roulades, and sensitive 

control of texture, delicate twilight colouring and 

impressionistic pedalling, including half-pedalling, all of which 

Bowen was so adept at. After a passionate romantic climax this 

ends in an ecstatic B major pianississimo. Bowen, I believe, 

wrote for the piano in a more understanding and truly pianistic 

way than any other British composer; in every bar he wrote one 

can sense this man was a pianist to his very fingertips. Maybe 

there are even deeper reserves of poetry in this piece than 

Michael, playing, unusually for him, from the score, conveyed 

on this occasion. 

From then on, everything was played from authorised 

photocopies of Bowen’s MSS, as they are all unpublished as 

yet. Next came two Preludes. The first, in A flat major, is from 

1904, when Bowen was still a twenty year old student, just 

beginning to find his own voice, and experimenting with 

harmonic novelties. It starts with an arresting spread discord, 

which turns out to be a double appoggiatura, resolving over an 

A flat tonic pedal, before going on to display warm engaging 

post-Tchaikovskian melody and some characteristically 

involved left hand writing. The augmented 11th chord was 

briefly touched on, en route to a surprisingly full climax for a 

two-page miniature. The second Prelude, in F sharp minor, 

from 1931, is even shorter, being only four lines in MS. 

Michael drew attention to the daring harmonies, this being 

more experimental and modern-sounding than we usually 

expect Bowen to be. A shadowy sinister mood was created by 

pianissimo octaves and shifting harmonies containing French 

6ths, and 7ths with some added notes in ingenious formations. I 

detected the influence of Debussy and the later Scriabin here, 

and this most unusual atmospheric piece might well have been 

entitled “Midnight at the Haunted House”, or something 

similar! It ends on an unresolved discord, as extreme as Bowen 

got, though the F sharp tonic pedal is sounding very clearly 

underneath. It is not completely isolated as an avant-garde 

harmonic adventure in Bowen’s output; one only has to look at 

Turnstiles, Op.98/3 of a few years later to find a kindred 

number. 

Michael’s performances do not stop when he finishes playing, 

as he jumps up irrepressibly to regale the audience in a very 

chatty way with anecdotes around the music. He told us how 

one has to write to the Bowen family solicitors for permission 

to photocopy these MSS before one may play them in public, 

and unfortunately the solicitors do not exactly reply by return 

of post, and have to be chased! He discovered during an 

exciting morning at the RAM earlier this year the MS of 

Bowen’s 4th Sonata, the Sonatina Op.31, which was never 

published and is not recorded, not even by Danny Driver, being 

presumed lost; however, he was refused permission to copy that 

one! Incidentally, the Prelude in F sharp minor does not appear 

in the catalogue of works in Monica Watson’s book, so some 

revision of the catalogue would be timely. 

Michael finished with the Variations and Fugue on an 

Unoriginal Theme, Op.62, probably dating from around 1921-

22 by the opus number. Bowen played this in an RAM Club 

recital at the Duke’s Hall on March 16th 1954. The next known 

performance took place earlier this year when the pianist Daniel 

Gordon played it at Leeds, so maybe Michael’s performance is 

only the third ever—however, there are several MS copies in 

circulation of this work. It is of particular interest as I know of 

only one other set of variations by Bowen, for two pianos, and 

this is the only Fugue of his yet found. The variations are of the 

free variety, as one would expect, and could only be, since the 

theme itself is little more than an alternation of two notes, 

unaccompanied, with a solitary appearance of a third note; it is 

the sort of exercise a child might play in its first lesson! Here 

Bowen is obviously amusing himself as this “composer who is 

not afraid of the obvious” to quote Thomas Dunhill in 

Cobbett’s Cyclopaedia, takes this tendency to its furthest 

extreme and transforms the banal silly little theme into a set of 

8 variations, starting with some post-Debussian harmonisations, 

the theme in an inner voice, then proceeding with triplet 

arabesques, and an elegant 7/8 variation. I particularly enjoyed 

the waltz transformation in Variation 4 (shades of Arensky!). 

Variation 5 has a strong rhythmic drive with assertive striding 

octaves, Variation 6 is a beautiful idyll with familiar Bowen 

harmonies and gently undulating left hand figuration; Variation 

7 is a Scherzo in the manner of some of his short pieces of the 

1920s such as the Mood Phases. The last variation is sombre 

and chordal before we launch into the Finale where the banal 

theme is offset against a jagged chromatic counter-subject, and 

features some very “learned” dissonant counterpoint, 

intriguingly untypical of its writer, before building inexorably 

in power to a virtuosic close, written out on four staves at the 

very end, with massive concerto-like writing, a rushing upward 

flourish momentarily recalling the climax near the end of 

Dale’s piano sonata. If Dohnanyi’s Variations on a Nursery 

Song features the mountain delivering a mouse, then Bowen’s 

variations are surely the mouse delivering a mountain! Bowen 

must have had his tongue in cheek here, and Michael clearly 

relished the deliberately OTT ending, as did the audience. 

Bowen certainly is very much at home in this form—we know 

he had Brahms’ Handel Variations in his repertoire, and those 

by Paderewski; he must have been familiar with many others. 

Like a little boy leaving the cherry on the cake till the last, I 

have left probably the outstanding discovery of the evening, my 

personal favourite, the penultimate piece played, to end my 

account with. This was the magnificent Nocturne in E flat, Op. 

19/1, dated London, April 1906. This is from the same month 

as the great Polonaise in F sharp, and it must have been around 

this time that Dale was starting his viola suite. Bowen was then 

twenty-two, the golden age of Bax’s dreams, and creatively he 

was on fire. The Nocturne is big in concept, with, as Michael 

pointed out, almost symphonic climaxes. Too big for a 

Nocturne? Not necessarily—there are notable precedents in 

Chopin’s Op.27/1 in C sharp minor and Op. 48/1 in C minor.  
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The opening melody is a winning one over a Chopinesque left 

hand figuration, starting tenderly and building in ardour to a 

passionate peak by the end of the “A” section (it is ternary in 

overall shape). We find Bowen’s harmonies in early flowering, 

encountering the recently discovered augmented 11th, maybe 

almost too frequently employed, as Bowen is clearly 

enamoured of it! The middle section uses consecutive 7th 

chords with pianistic decoration, in sequences, and augmented 

chords, with a truly startling use of the augmented 11th three 

times in as many bars! Even Bowen’s admires may raise their 

eyebrows at this frequency, but then the music mounts to a 

searing climax featuring contrary motion Harmonies of 

Maximum Intensity, such as the hottest passages in Wagner, or 

Scriabin’s orchestral works, before bursting into a  cadenza 

with pent-up relief. Amidst the pounding repeated chords and 

exuberant flourishes there are moments of exquisite tenderness, 

of longing, of aching beauty, featuring more intoxicating 

haunting augmented 11ths. There are so many Bowen 

fingerprints here, one characteristic being the repetition of a 

note, here D sharp (= E flat), with varying harmonies 

underneath. Near the end we get a total of six different 

wonderful harmonisations of this note in succession (I cheat—I 

have peeped at the score!) There is a chordal progression in the 

codetta, E flat major to D flat minor, with a strong flavour of 

Götterdȁmmerung, instantly followed by a typical Bowen/Dale 

double appoggiatura. But there are so many jaw dropping 

moments in this major discovery, which is rich, ripe (almost 

over-ripe!) Bowen and, though it may appeal to those who like 

three spoonfuls of sugar in their tea, and brandy icing on their 

cake, this is definitely one of Bowen’s most substantial piano 

pieces, which cries out for further performances, publication 

and recording. There is of course a possibility Bowen may have 

performed the two Preludes and the Nocturne at some of his 

recitals—there is no mention in Monica Watson’s book, 

though; and it is certain that Michael’s performance was the 

first by anyone since Bowen, certainly the first modern 

performance, so very well done, Michael! I understand that 

Michael has a further premiere up his sleeve, of Festival, Op. 

79 (1924).  

This was certainly an evening to remember, and we should all 

be grateful to Michael for his pioneering spirit, enthusiasm and 

not inconsiderable pianistic skills. 

© Christopher Foreman, October 2011 

ETO’s Striking Fairy Queen at The Swan 

English Touring Opera, Joseph McHardy (Conductor) 

Tuesday 8 November 2011, Wycombe Swan Theatre, High 

Wycombe 

English Touring Opera‘s production of Henry Purcell’s The 

Fairy Queen at the Wycombe Swan on Tuesday evening (*8 

November) was, in the experience of this writer, who has seen 

it five times before, the most enjoyable amongst them by far. 

Authenticity is more arguable - and is in any event impractical 

to obtain. For in the days of King William III and Queen Mary 

II, time was no restriction on the length of theatrical 

entertainment. Purcell wrote the Fairy Queen as a mini-series of 

self-contained “snippets” to run alongside Shakespeare’s A 

Midsummer Nights’ Dream. It has survived as an entity 

because of the sheer quality of its music - well demonstrated by 

ETO on period instruments. 

So, as one of Purcell’s four so-called “semi” operas, it presents 

particular problems, and every producer has had his own ideas 

on the subject. To date I felt the English Bach Festival’s 1993/4 

season’s production was the nearest to the spirit of the original - 

a short sequence of mimed episodes from the Shakespeare 

introducing and enveloping the Purcell - and I think it remains 

so. However, director Thomas Guthrie in one respect ignores its 

origins and in another respects them. He has woven together a 

completely new “plot” based on the life and Shakespearean 

paintings of one Richard Dadd, a murderer inmate of Bedlam 

mental asylum. Without spelling it out by chapter and verse, the 

skilful fitting in of the original anonymous script and Purcell’s 

complete and splendid music makes for a fine new plot set in 

Bedlam - sometimes poignant, sometimes funny. What really 

matters is that it works. On the other hand Guthrie recognises 

that spectacle was a major factor in late Stuart theatre. He 

opens (and nicely warms up the audience) with a display by 

aerialists. He also includes dancers and a display of puppetry 

that was particularly suited to the ”Echo Song”. All these 

enhanced the work. 

Conductor Joseph McHardy brought the best out of his 

orchestra and singers, who were closely drilled both vocally 

and as part of a team. Credit is due to Mark Wilde (who played 

Dadd with sincerity), Nicholas Merryweather (with a brave 

tackling of some fearsomely low notes), Aidan Smith (the 

finest drunken poet I have witnessed), Nina Lejderman and 

Louise Alder. Particular mentions go to last minute substitutes 

Peter Kirk and Julia Riley whose great Act II aria fleetingly 

reminded me of the late Jennifer Vivian’s 1964 rendering in 

terms of dignity and vocal stance. 

© Stan Meares, November 2011 

Vaughan Williams Premieres 

Olivia Robinson (Soprano), Rebecca Lodge (Alto), 

Christopher Bowen (Tenor), Edward Price (Bass), New 

Queen’s Hall Orchestra & Chorus, Alan Tongue 

(Conductor) 

Thursday 3 March 2011, Fairfield Halls, Croydon 

The 45-minute Cambridge Mass by Ralph Vaughan Williams, 

his doctoral submission to Cambridge University in 1899, 

received its first performance at the Fairfield Halls, Croydon, 

on Thursday 3 March. It was a triumph for conductor Alan 

Tongue and his performers, and a vindication for those who 

feel that early Vaughan Williams, even when self-evidently 

immature in the light of his later idiom, should be given a 

hearing. Here was a bold and arresting score. It was 

convincingly sung by the Bach Choir (of which Vaughan 

Williams was himself conductor during the 1920s) with the 

New Queen’s Hall Orchestra conducted by Alan Tongue. If it 

rarely sounded like the RVW we know, and with an awful lot 

of fugues and fugatos, one was constantly reminded of the 

impulse and spacing of later accepted works. Without such a 

piece, for example, the scale and ambition of the Sea 

Symphony could surely not have been realised. In one place 

one found a touch of B minor Mass, possibly a hint of Verdi 

Requiem. In the central orchestral movement, ‘Offertorium’, 

we hear more than a little Dvorak, which for a piece completed 

in 1899 is, I suppose reasonable.  Its origin as submission for an 

academic qualification meant that SATB soli were called for in 

addition to the choir, ably sung on this occasion by Olivia 

Robinson (soprano), Rebecca Lodge (alto), Christopher Bowen 

(tenor) and Edward price (baritone).  The orchestra was the 

New Queen's Hall Orchestra with their tradition of period 

instruments from the early twentieth century, and I can report 

that the concert was recorded. Here we have a bit of a mystery 

as it was announced it was to be issued almost immediately on 

the orchestra’s own label, so that all can make their own 
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assessment. But so far it has not appeared and I hear rumours of 

it being offered to other record labels.  

This vivid music, if unidiomatic in terms of VW’s later output, 

highlights two fascinating current developments. The first is the 

exploration of the many unheard scores that were submitted for 

doctorates and other degrees by a legion of composers, scores 

that survive forgotten in the libraries of Oxford, Cambridge, 

Durham and London Universities, among others. Speaking 

personally, I first became aware of them when the Howells 

Fantasia for Cello and Orchestra was uncovered and performed 

by cellist Gillian Matthews with Leslie Head’s Kensington 

Symphony Orchestra at St John’s Smith square in January 

1982. More recently John Ireland’s setting of Psalm 42 was 

retrieved from Durham University Library by the John Ireland 

Trust and performed by Ronald Corp and his choir a couple of 

years ago. Even more exciting is the unknown Dyson Choral 

Symphony retrieved like the Vaughan Williams from 

Cambridge but not yet performed. And all these, and many 

more, remain unknown because of that ridiculous academic 

Oxbridge snobbery of yesteryear that performance was 

unnecessary to the assessment of such music.   

Secondly, the performance of Vaughan Williams’s early 

orchestral music. The publication and recording of Vaughan 

Williams’s early chamber music revealed a body of highly 

enjoyable and well-made music, though with little stylistic 

relevance to his later output. In contrast, the orchestral and 

choral-orchestral music is revealing that when working on a 

larger canvas the vision – the idiom – that Vaughan Williams 

was seeking kept breaking through, more often leaving us with 

an enlargement of his catalogue of works that is not only very 

worthwhile on its own account but cherishable as ‘Vaughan 

Williams’. 

The performance of Vaughan Williams’s many early orchestral 

works is a heartening aspect of this delving in archives, for we 

will soon to be able to assess the full range of early music for 

orchestra and chorus and orchestra that Vaughan Williams 

himself banned in his lifetime, and his Estate long ruled was 

not to be played. On this evidence they were wrong. The 

revivals started with the cantata Willow Wood, (recorded on 

Naxos 8.557798) which was actually published in vocal score 

but was very difficult to assess at the piano. It seemed to me it 

was a discovery of unexpected interest. Even more fascinating 

was the impressive Heroic Elegy and Triumphal Epilogue 

which seemed so exciting when given a play-through by the 

Royal College of Music Orchestra conducted by David Lloyd-

Jones, and which conductor John Wilson recorded so 

successfully with the BBC Concert Orchestra for Dutton Epoch 

(CDLX 7237). Now we also have The Garden of Proserpine for 

soprano, chorus and orchestra, vividly recorded under the baton 

of David Lloyd-Jones for the Albion label, (ALBCD 012) and 

heard live at the British Music Festival last May, and also 

broadcast. An exceedingly gloomy and despairing Swinburne 

poem has been given a glorious musical treatment, the positive 

mood caught by the luminous orchestral prelude and postlude.        

Meanwhile in London, Graham Parlett completed the score and 

parts of the Fantasia for Piano and Orchestra of 1896-1902, 

which Mark Bebbington has recorded for Somm (SOMM CD 

246) revealing more than a hint of the mature Vaughan 

Williams, and Julian Rushton is working on a performing 

edition of the four movement Bucolic Suite having already 

delivered to the Oxford University Press for publication the 

Serenade in A minor from 1898.  

The Fantasia (not Fantasy as printed on the CD booklet) despite 

being twice revised in 1904 was never performed. It falls into 

six varied sections, in all running just over 21 minutes. It is 

notable for its range of moods, the power of its passionate 

climaxes, and its idiomatic piano writing in a composer who 

professed to be a piano-duffer. All is played with ringing 

conviction by Mark Bebbington and the Ulster Orchestra. 

While there are moments when we are hard placed to hear the 

authentic voice of the mature Vaughan Williams there are an 

equal number of episodes where the mature vision of the 

composer is suddenly before us not least in the varied treatment 

of the hymn-like melody that recurs and crowns the closing 

pages.  Did Vaughan Williams look back at this score when 

planning his Fantasia (quasi variazione) on the Old 104th half a 

century later? Even more in the triumphal closing statement of 

the theme where the treatment takes me on to the emotional 

impact of the hymn tune ‘York’ in The Pilgrim’s Progress. 

The Serenade in A minor had an unauthorised outing in the 

1990s in the USA by the New England Chamber Orchestra 

conducted by James Sinclair which those of us who heard it 

found quite fascinating. It had been first heard in the UK when 

the Bournemouth Municipal Orchestra programmed it in April 

1901 and in London in March 1908, so the forthcoming 

recording for Dutton Epoch will be its first performance for 

over a century. I greatly look forward to hearing it again. 

© Lewis Foreman, 2011 

CD & Book Reviews 

Dutton Epoch: CDLX 7281 
E. J. Moeran: Sketches for Symphony No. 2 in E flat 
Realised by Martin Yates; John Ireland: Sarnia: an island 
sequence Orchestrated by Martin Yates; E. J. Moeran: 
Overture for a Festival Orchestrated by Rodney Newton (1994) 
Royal Scottish National Orchestra conducted by Martin 
Yates 

Most members of the society will be familiar in outline, at least, 

with the history of Moeran’s Second Symphony from such 

publications as Lionel Hill’s Lonely Waters, Geoffrey Self’s 

The Music of E.J. Moeran, and articles in BMS News. More 

recently we have had Martyn Wade’s radio play Moeran’s Last 

Symphony, which is a fictitious account of the composer’s final 

months in Kenmare. Barry Marsh’s informative notes for this 

new release give full details of its origins, the composer’s 

struggles with it over the years, and how the surviving pencil 

sketches came to be in Melbourne, and there is also a website 

(www.music.ucc.ie) on which appear thirty-two pages of a 

computer-generated transcription of some of the sketches. 

These form a supplement to Fabian Huss’s ‘E.J. Moeran, 

Symphony No.2 in E flat’, Journal of the Society for 

Musicology in Ireland, vol.6 (2010-11). This article is 

recommended to anyone wishing to read more about the work, 

and the musical transcription can be followed when listening to 

the CD, though there are eleven more pages of sketches that 

have not been transcribed. 

The symphony in its realised form is in four connected 

movements playing for just over thirty-three minutes. The first 

three and a half minutes of the first movement are just as 

Moeran sketched them in his short score, complete with 

indications of the proposed orchestration. The tonal shift near 

the beginning, with the home key of E flat becoming E minor 

after only seven bars, may, as Huss points out, be unusual for 

the composer, but the thematic and harmonic material, with 

many scalic figures in thirds, is wholly characteristic, not least 

the ‘second subject’ (unusually in the tonic): a lyrical, widely-

arching melody with a ‘Scotch snap’ in its tail that could only 

have come from Moeran’s pen and is clearly the one that he 
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tried out on some of the Kenmare locals, who told him that ‘it 

reminds them of all the Kerry tunes put together’. By a 

judicious use of repetition and development, Yates builds up a 

substantial first movement that eventually dies away with 

several bars from the sketches, here scored for a solo violin and 

sounding very characteristic of the composer. This leads 

directly into the scherzo, which is a more concentrated and 

ferocious movement than the corresponding one in the 

Symphony in G minor, and, as before, Yates develops the 

material skilfully and to exciting effect. The opening theme of 

the slow movement is not among the sketches transcribed by 

Huss, but the rest of the material is, including a memorable 

melody (with some rather Baxian harmonies), beginning 

quietly on violins, that nobody in sympathy with the composer 

could fail to find very moving. For the finale, Yates had 

comparatively little to go on, and this movement is inevitably 

the least Moeranesque of the four: I was sometimes reminded 

of the bracing, open-air style of American composers like 

Randall Thompson, Douglas Moore and Peter Mennin. Earlier 

material from the symphony is brought back, and after a short, 

slow interlude the work ends in a mood of exuberant optimism. 

We have no way of knowing what kind of finale Moeran 

himself would have written, but in view of his poor physical 

and mental health at the end of his life it is difficult to believe 

that he would have had the energy to bring the symphony to 

such an uproarious conclusion. But Yates has produced an 

uplifting and undeniably effective movement that would go 

down well at the Proms. 

Moeran himself had recurring doubts about the quality of the 

symphony while he was working on it, and the late Geoffrey 

Self wrote that ‘Such manuscript sketches as are available do 

not suggest a further advance of style, nor a maintenance of 

quality. The opening subject is brash....’. Anyone hearing the 

first few minutes of the work in Martin Yates’s orchestration 

may be inclined to disagree with this verdict, and it seems to 

me that the basic material of the symphony shows no falling off 

in the quality of his ideas. This is not the place to discuss the 

propriety of completing works that were abandoned or left 

unfinished and, as Yates readily concedes in his note 

accompanying the disc, ‘this Symphony cannot be the one that 

Moeran would ultimately have written’. Nevertheless, as with 

Anthony Payne’s ingenious elaboration of the sketches for 

Elgar’s Third Symphony, I have derived much pleasure from 

hearing the surviving material fleshed out and extended, and I 

hope that a study score may be made available. Many 

congratulations to Martin Yates and the Dutton team; I look 

forward to a concert performance in due course. 

Also included on this disc is Rodney Newton’s highly idiomatic 

orchestration of an overture that Moeran sketched in the 1930s. 

It was first heard at the 1994 Norfolk and Norwich Festival 

(hence the title Festival Overture given to it on that occasion) 

and later the same year in a radio broadcast. For its first CD 

recording, Newton has revised his orchestration. As well as 

being a most enjoyable piece in its own right, the overture is 

interesting for containing material that Moeran later adapted for 

use in the first movement of his Symphony in G minor. Long 

familiarity with the music in its final form does nothing to 

detract from the pleasure of hearing it in its original context. 

The jovial tune that opens the work and the slower melody that 

appears a little later are both stylistically akin to Moeran’s 

Farrago Suite (partly re-worked as the Serenade), which dates 

from the same period. The piece is rather Holstian in places, 

something that I had not noticed when listening to a tape of the 

1994 broadcast. Martin Yates’s performance with the RSNO is 

excellent and makes me hope that they will now go on to record 

the G-minor Symphony itself. 

The third work on this CD (though placed between the two 

Moeran scores) is Yates’s recent orchestration of Ireland’s 

three-movement ‘Island Sequence’ Sarnia, commissioned by 

the John Ireland Trust. The title is traditionally the Roman 

name for Guernsey, deriving ultimately from what has been 

called a 4th-century ‘Roman AA map’ (and never mind that 

some scholars think that ‘Sarnia’ may actually have referred to 

its smaller neighbour, Sark). Unlike the two companion pieces 

by Ireland’s one-time pupil, this is a published score, and many 

people will be familiar with it in its original guise as one of the 

composer’s most distinctive piano works. It is easy to see why 

Yates believes that ‘Ireland surely had the orchestra in mind 

when writing this evocative music’ and there is no doubt that 

by applying orchestral colour to these evocative tone-poems he 

has brought an extra dimension to the notes. A page from the 

full score of the first piece, ‘Le Catioroc’, is reproduced on 

p.213 of the recently published John Ireland Companion, edited 

by Lewis Foreman (The Boydell Press, 2011), from which one 

can see that Yates has used a large orchestra, including triple 

woodwind, full brass, much percussion and an orchestral piano. 

Some may object that his style of scoring in Sarnia is 

sometimes richer and more elaborate than Ireland’s own, more 

akin to that of Respighi or Ravel; but Bruce Phillips points out 

in his note that Ireland was clearly influenced by the latter and 

that the third piece, Song of the Springtides, is ‘the most 

Ravelian of Ireland’s works’. Furthermore, Martin Yates writes 

in his notes on the orchestration: ‘At the outset I referred to 

Mai-Dun, a work that, like Sarnia, shows Ireland’s affinity to 

Ravel’. It is no surprise, then, that the composer of Daphnis 

and Chloe looms large in his arrangement. Anyone following 

the piano score will be able to hear how he has cleverly adapted 

the original, though some may look askance at the third piece, 

where he extends the original, rather abrupt ending by several 

bars to make it sound more climactic. But it is the 

orchestrator’s job to re-imagine the music in terms of the new 

medium, just as Ravel himself does in his orchestration of 

piano works such as Une barque sur l’océan and Alborado del 

gracioso, and at one point in the latter he also extends an 

original passage by adding four bars. Purists may object, but 

my own view is that, in producing this twenty-minute suite, 

Martin Yates has made a notable addition to the fairly small 

number of orchestral works from Ireland’s pen. 

The RNSO plays throughout this disc with panache and 

obvious enthusiasm, and the solo contributions could hardly be 

bettered, while the clear, full-bodied recording does them 

proud. This is a most stimulating release that nobody with an 

interest in British music could fail to find enjoyable and 

rewarding. 

© Graham Parlett, 2011 

Albion Records: ALBCD012 
On Christmas Day: Folk-Carols and Folk-Songs 
arranged by Ralph Vaughan Williams 
Derek Welton (Baritone), Iain Burnside (Piano) 

The release of this disc was well-timed for the Christmas 

market with its content of carols and an appropriate snow-laden 

winter landscape featured on the booklet cover. Out of the three 

song sets featured – Eight Traditional English Carols, Six 

English Folk-Songs and Twelve Traditional Carols from 

Herefordshire, this listener enjoyed the middle set the most. 

With a total playing time of 53’41, the disc would have been 

enriched if it were possible to have included more folk-song 

material.  
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The melodies set by Vaughan Williams are a beautiful and 

valuable part of England’s heritage but his piano 

accompaniments, though well crafted and functional, lack 

sufficient contrast. To have an entire disc devoted to these 

settings therefore poses a challenge for the performer. Burnside 

is an intelligent, accomplished artist with a command of 

pianistic colour and fine phrasing that would have been more 

easily appreciated if the recording had brought the piano 

forward balance-wise and by a slightly more focused quality of 

sound. The generous booklet is well researched with a wealth 

of interesting and useful source material, and the lyrics are 

reproduced even though Welton’s diction is so clear that I 

found it unnecessary to refer to the words. This disc is worth 

buying if just to hear Welton and Burnside’s rendition of One 

Man, Two Man and Rolling in the Dew from the Six English 

Folk-Songs. It is refreshing to hear a singer who does not strain 

and these songs are a showcase for the enormous range of vocal 

colour and the faultless sense of rhythm at his disposal. He is 

not afraid to act with his voice and his ability to express 

humour, intimacy and nobility with feeling that is genuine, 

marks him in my mind, as an interpreter of art song who 

deserves encouragement and further opportunities to perform 

and record in this genre. 

© Wendy Hiscocks, 2011 

Challenge Classics: CC 72527 
Songs of Quest and Inspiration; Songs by Cyril Scott 
and Ralph Vaughan Williams 
Robbert Muuse (Baritone), Micha van Weers (Piano) 

In January 2011, the Dutch baritone singer Robbert Muuse and 

pianist Micha van Weers contacted me after they had come to 

know about my article “Music, Theosophical Spirituality, and 

Empire: the British Modernist Composers Cyril Scott and John 

Foulds” (Journal of Global History, 3, 2, 2008). We decided to 

come together, as they were working on their debut CD, which 

would include 13 songs of Cyril Scott (see list below), besides 

the Songs of Travel and two songs from Five Mystical Songs of 

Ralph Vaughan Williams. Until that time, I had only studied 

Scott’s instrumental works and especially his piano music. 

From the beginning, however, I realized that this was an 

exceptional project because Scott had composed around 150 

songs and, surprisingly, few of them had ever been recorded 

before on CD. After a delightful first meeting, therefore, I 

happily agreed to write the liner notes. Sometime later, we met 

again to discuss the potential repertoire for the recording. 

Robbert and Micha had collected and studied around 80 songs 

and during that day I was fortunate to listen to a great number 

of them. Though I immediately recognized Scott’s piano idiom 

in sound and print, what especially struck me was the variety of 

musical styles that he had chosen to employ (at first, in fact, I 

heard parallels with the distinctive songs of Charles Ives!) and 

we agreed that the selected songs had to reflect this aspect.  

Since the recent revival of his music, it is generally known that 

during the early decades of the twentieth century, Scott was a 

major figure in helping British music to break away from 

Austro-German musical hegemony. The famous conductor and 

composer Eugene Goossens even called him ‘The Father of 

Modern British Music’. Much to his own frustration, however, 

Scott became especially known as a successful composer of 

innumerable ‘popular’ short songs and piano pieces rather than 

for his serious compositions. By and large, he produced these 

‘trifles’, as he called them, while still under contract with Elkin, 

a contract that he had signed in 1904 and given that he 

composed only four songs after 1930, it is clear it had much to 

do with the ending of this arrangement. In his songs, Scott 

reveals himself as a versatile composer whose characteristic 

chords not only enhance the singer’s part, but often transcend 

the importance of the melody itself. Today, one can more or 

less understand the popularity among early twentieth century 

audiences of his arrangement of the Scottish folksong Ballad of 

Fair Helen of Kirkconnell (1925) or his slow songs To-Morrow 

(1927), An Eastern Lament (1909), Water-Lilies (1920), 

Prelude (1908) and his most popular Blackbird’s Song (1906). 

Because of their often dissonant tonalities and/or repetitive 

rhythms, however, the same cannot be said so easily about 

Sundown (1919) and Picnic (1906) or of his more theatrical 

songs such as Time O’Day (1919), A Song of London (1906), 

Song of Wine (1907), Have Ye Seen Him Pass By? (1921) and 

The Huckster (1921). Be it as it may, Scott’s use of modernist 

musical materials and styles in his songs, certainly was daring 

at the time and, posthumously, he perhaps deserves credit for 

having introduced them successfully to a wider public.            

Both separately and together, Robbert Muuse and Micha van 

Weers are experienced and sought after musicians in the 

Netherlands. Even so, they were exceedingly excited about this 

project, because their interpretations would be pioneering. In 

addition, each of Scott’s songs desired a different performance 

practice and some proved technically demanding. A number of 

songs simply were not suitable for a baritone singer and 

required a female voice. To my disappointment, it was 

eventually decided not to include My Captain (1904), after a 

text by Walt Whitman, though it was written for baritone voice. 

For while Micha found the piece pianistically brilliant, Robbert 

repeatedly felt uncomfortable about the relationship between 

the music and the text. The recording took place during two 

sessions in July and September near Leipzig in Germany. The 

result is a remarkable debut CD of a duo that performs with 

fervour and knows how to capture the great diversity of Scott’s 

songs. Now, one can only hope that Challenge or another 

recording label will continue to support the results of their 

original explorations into the songs of Scott and other British 

composers, which have unjustly remained unknown to our 

generation. 

The CD was released on 6 November and contains the 

following songs of Cyril Scott: 

1. Time O’Day (1919)* 

2. Blackbird’s Song (1906) 

3. Song of London (1906)** 

4. Sundown (1919)* 

5. To-Morrow (1927)* 

6. Picnic (1906)* 

7. An Eastern Lament (1909)* 

8. A Song of Wine (1907)* 

9. Water-Lilies (1920)* 

10. Prelude (1908)* 

11. Ballad of Fair Helen of Kirkconnell (1925)* 

12. Have Ye Seen Him Pass By? (1921)** 

13. The Huckster (1921) * 

*World première recording 

**Unrecorded, except on 33 1/3 rpm or tape 

© Bob van der Linden, 2011 

Poppy Records: HXP013 
Landscapes in Sound; Piano Music and Songs 
representing the Severnside Composers’ Alliance 

Though the piano is my prime instrument – or was before 

arthritis set in, I hesitated momentarily before agreeing to 

review this CD. I have always much preferred its use in 

combination with singers and instrumentalists. I need have had 
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no qualms. The CD comes with so many copious notes by the 

composers about the pieces they have included that a review 

about the music itself is almost superfluous. 

In the case of four songs by Sulyen Caradon, three have already 

been reviewed in the Society Newsletter 39 by Raymond 

Warren in performances on REPS 101 by Joanna Morton and 

Anna Roberts. The performances here are by Clare Griffel and 

Jolyon Laycock; they amply confirm the quality of these songs. 

The setting of de la Mare’s Silver is fresh. These well-loved 

words are set in dreamlike, jewelled melodies above a steadily-

moving piano accompaniment clearly reflecting the words:  

 Slowly, silently, now the moon 

 Walks the night in her silver shoon. 

The rest of the music on the disc is devoted to piano works by 

David Simmonds, André Shlimon, Jolyon Laycock and Frank 

Harvey. Each composer has written notes in the accompanying 

booklet about their chosen pieces. Steven Kings plays the one 

piece by David Simmonds which opens the CD. All the other 

works are played by their composers. Four of them give general 

notes which are helpfully designed for the average listener. 

Jolyon Laycock prefers to use erudite, musical terminology 

which would be easier for the type of  musician he is clearly 

aiming at, if there were illustrations – quite feasible in our 

advanced computer-print age -  of such features as ‘sea’ chords, 

fractal forms, interversions of a 6-note interval series, quasi-

fractal and micro-macro structures. In his note to Pavey’s 

Ladder, Laycock concedes (at least in this one piece) that critics 

who accuse him of ‘note-spinning’ “may have a point.” This 

admission possibly explains why he feels the need to describe 

his music in language that is intelligible only to his most 

intellectually musical listeners. Some broad references, such as 

‘Messiaenic chords’ or ‘polyrhythmic patterns’ might be more 

helpful. 

Having said that, there is great deal to interest the listener in his 

music. He draws on a colourful palette of sounds, varied 

rhythmic patterns and a battery of distinctive features that grip 

the imagination continually. In his five River Preludes, drawn 

from a series of 12, he contrasts the different stretches of water: 

the slow-moving River Brue; the livelier Cam Brook with its 

intricate running motifs held up by sudden pauses; the River 

Frome containing compulsive surging rhythmic figure; 

Huntspill River and its – what I take to represent – muddier 

texture; and on to the gentler Midford Brook. The various 

moods seem to represent purely the characteristic qualities of 

the movement of the water at his chosen points itself rather than 

any incidents which may occur on them.  

David Simmonds’ Ashleworth has more of ‘programme music’ 

about it. It purveys pastoral tranquillity, heightened by its use 

of the antique flattened 7th. Parallel chords owe something to 

Vaughan Williams and the early 20th century school of English 

landscape composers. These chords become more agitated in a 

middle section where they are arpeggiated. The melodies of the 

piece tend to lie mainly in the lower reaches of the keyboard 

with accompaniment above. 

André Shlimon’s Bagatelles range widely in style. The chirpy 

staccato chords intertwined with quick-running passages of the 

second contrasts with the dancing jazz-like style of the third. 

Number four is more contemplative with shades of Hindemith 

not far away in its delicately-spun melodic fragments. The 

musical material seems shot through with gold threads. An 

ostinato bass passage opens the fifth: above it syncopated 

figures are heard in the higher register. After a dramatic pause, 

the bass pounds out a livelier passage punctuated with 

hesitations. A swift section of rapid figuration then is heard 

before the bass sustains a monotone. 

After two more songs by Sulyen Caradon (see earlier) we 

return to more music by Jolyon Laycock seven of his Twelve 

Landscape Studies. These are architectural in form and are 

meant to characterise diverse places of the SW regions of 

England. The style has the same somewhat acerbic harmony of 

the earlier river pieces. Again Laycock gives ample notes to 

explain what he was attempting in these pieces and I can do no 

better than refer listeners to his detailed musical explanations, 

though they will need to apply their keenest mental faculties. 

Finally, Frank Harvey, in his Suite for Piano, The Deserted 

Cinema, in music of a deliberately older style, conjures up for 

us the joys of cinema-going in the early years of the 20th 

century. The titles are virtually self-explanatory and we are on 

much more travelled ground than in Laycock’s more exotic 

landscapes. The days of silent films with piano accompaniment 

are explored in Silent Romance; The Coming of Sound 

celebrates the musical, notably in the Busby Berkeley display 

style, we are told; Cowboys and Native Americans, as the 

composer entitles the next piece in PC language, sets up a slow 

horsey gait which becomes more agitated as the Red Indians 

appear. (I make no apology for using the familiar terminology 

we used as excited children). The Newsreel conjures up those 

jerky old black and white film sequences of ‘recent’ events and 

The Ghosts Remain is informed throughout by the ‘clichés’ - as 

the composer admits in his notes - of those bygone times. 

The piano works are played with enthusiastic involvement by 

the players and the whole CD gives us a portrait in sound of the 

developments in music of the Severnside Composers’ Alliance. 

© Brian Blyth Daubney, October 2011 

Priory: PRCD 1024 
Undiscovered Islands; The Music of Graham Lynch; 
Gillian Poznansky (Flute), Mark Tanner (Piano) 

Graham Lynch (b.1957) spent his teenage years as a pianist in 

rock and jazz groups, before studying composition, which led 

to a PhD from Kings College, London; and private lessons with 

Oliver Knussen.  He has chosen to live away from the 

mainstream, first in North Western Scotland, then in West 

Cornwall, where his individual style has developed free from 

fashionable influences. 

Easiest on the average ear are the three Tangos for flute & 

piano, - an erotic dance which originated in Mexico, but is 

nowadays mostly associated with Argentina.  Lynch leans 

largely towards the languid and melancholy variety. The Stolen 

Branch was originally written as a song to a love poem by 

Pablo Neruda for voice, harp, bass & percussion; but here the 

flute takes the singer’s line, with the piano covering the other 

parts. Milonga Azure was done for Tango Volcano, the 

London-based quintet, and is more danceable, with a repeating 

chorus which uses a harmonic sequence favoured by many 

baroque composers in the 18th century. The final Pajoras del 

Mar started life as a duet for flute and cello, and has more 

passion, with alternating fast and slow passages. 

Moon Cycle is for solo flute, in the tradition started by Debussy 

with his haunting, Syrinx of 1913. The basic mood is slow and 

melodic, but with intermittent wide leaps, and arabesque 

flourishes. The language is primarily modal, perhaps from a 

deep knowledge of folk-music, of which Lynch has deep 

knowledge as a player; and also a fondness for melodic shapes 

involving the tritone interval. The piece aims to portray the 

different moods of the various phases of the moon. 
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Mediterranean is the longest and most technically demanding 

piece, originally written for saxophone and marimba. Again the 

start is slow, with the influence of the tango evident, but 

halfway through the music explodes into a driving fast rhythm, 

with more semi-tonal clashing chords than in the earlier pieces. 

The White Book comes in two volumes, each of which is a set 

of piano pieces. Book 1 dates from 2001, while Book 2 is from 

2008. They contain a wide variety of moods, with Spanish 

influence often apparent in rhythms and filigree decorations for 

the right hand. Lynch is also inspired by painters by such as 

Klee (Hamamets) and Matisse (The Sadness of the King). 

Spanish influence is also to the fore in Petenera, whose 

inspiration is a sequence of poems by Lorca. Guitar-like 

textures are apparent, especially in the only fast movement, Six 

Strings, which features obsessive 3 & 4-note ostinati. The other 

three movements are slow, and tinged with melancholy and the 

heat of southern Spain. Tempi here are almost constantly 

changing. 

It is refreshing to find a contemporary composer using tonal 

language in an original way, which with preponderance of 

slower tempi and silences, which often conjure a haunting 

atmosphere of mystery, offers welcome respite from the haste 

of typical urban life today. With his fondness for folk-music, 

Lynch might be thought of as a present day equivalent to 

E.J.Moeran, another of my favourite composers! 

© Richard Carder, 2011 

Dutton Epoch: CDLX 7269 
The Widow of Ephesus, (1971) Chamber Opera in one 
Act, Words David Hughes & Michael Hurd. Mr. 
Owen’s Great Endeavour (1990).Ballad Cantata for 
Narrator, Mixed Chorus & Small Orchestra – Words 
and Music, Michael Hurd 
Pippa Goss (soprano), Louise Winter (mezzo), Michael 
Bundy (baritone & narrator) Orchestra Nova, City of 
Canterbury Chamber Choir, George Vass (Conductor) 

The BMS Charitable Trust (Michael Hurd Bequest) continues 

its admirable financing of the music of Michael Hurd, as 

required by his will, with this most enjoyable CD. 

Indeed Hurd’s music can now be seen much clearer as good 

quality light weight music easily accessible to all. To wit: his 

Shore Leave tucked in with Elgar and Gurney; five Pop 

Cantatas; and Pipings and Bowings with Robin Milford and 

Dick (Richard?) Blackford. I can see no reviews in BMS News 

so far - which is surprising. I see also that Dutton Epoch have 

issued a new CD of a choral piece by Hurd (The Shepherd’s 

Calendar) as a backing for a work by Ronald Corp. And I hear 

of yet another CD en route...  

The Widow of Ephesus is a black comedy about a grieving 

widow whose grieving diminishes fairly rapidly when faced 

with the charms of a Roman Soldier guarding the bodies of 

three hanged criminals near her husband’s sarcophagus. When 

he manages to lose one of them, the comedy quickens as she 

needs to save him. This is effectively a re-make of Thomas 

Dibdin’s The Ephesian Matron which I much enjoyed when 

revived by Opera da Camera in the 1970/71 season at St John’s 

Smith Square, and reasonably also at the QEH in 1998/9 by 

Opera Restor’d. It really is a very likeable opera – and so is 

Hurd’s restoration of it. The music is largely light and tuneful, 

and fits the words. It is suggested in the CD Notes (Michael 

Sergeant) that it is comparable to Walton’s The Bear. I agree. It 

would make a good double bill with this - and indeed several 

other one act British operas. 

Mr Owen’s Great Endeavour came as a great and welcome 

surprise. Though of serious import - it is about the need for the 

education of children (up to the age of 12) during the rise of the 

Industrial Revolution - it is almost invariably jolly and bright. 

Mr. Owen was Robert Owen, owner of the Lanark Mills in 

Scotland, whose enlightened policy on the education and 

employment of children was well ahead of its time. There are 

parts of it that indicate it could be semi-staged - dances for 

example and the episode about the ”Uses of a Cow” - and 

indeed, with the excellent script for the Narrator, it could fit in 

nicely with a performance of Walton’s Facade. 

This is a well executed CD. George Vass makes much of his 

soloists, chorus and orchestra, Especial praise is reserved for 

Michael Bundy who, despite lacking a Scottish brogue, narrates 

(almost orates) in a manner that brings out the humour and also 

the underlying seriousness of the issues. 

© Stan Meares, 2011 

Naxos: 8.660306/7 
Robin Hood (1860) Romantic Opera in 3 Acts, Music 
George Alexander Macfarren (1813-1887), Words John 
Oxenford, Performing edition Valerie Langfield 
Cast includes: Nicky Spence, tenor (Robin Hood), Kay 
Jordan, soprano (Maid Marian), George Hulbert , 
baritone (Sheriff of Nottingham), Louis Horst, bass 
(Sumptnour), Andrew Mackenzie-Wicks, tenor (Alan-
a-Dale), Magdalen Ashman, mezzo, (Alice), The John 
Powell Singers, Victorian Opera Chorus & Orchestra, 
Ronald Corp (Conductor) 

With Ronald Corp controlling the music and with Valerie 

Langfield having produced a new performing edition, one knew 

- without hearing a single note - that we were in good, safe 

hands with Robin Hood. This is one of those Victorian operas 

one has talked of, even read about, for years, but assumed one 

would never actually hear. But, happily, times are changing. If 

one ignores some semi-professional and BBC- taped operas 

issued by the Balfe Archive, some of dubious merit or of 

limited life-span, not many years ago the only fully 

professional complete Victorian operas available on CD were 

Balfe’s The Bohemian Girl (now de-listed) and Wallace’s 

Maritana. 

Writing from memory, the first full Victorian opera to appear 

next was Balfe’s The Maid of Artois, which was pretty well 

received. Then within a couple of years or so came three 

“breakthrough” CDs - namely, Wallace’s Lurline, Balfe’s 

Falstaff and Sullivan’s Ivanhoe. All three were marvellous 

listening. (And I shall not become embroiled over their merits 

or practicalities on stage - though Falstaff certainly passed the 

test in Dublin). It is within this background that Macfarren’s 

Robin Hood must be considered. As an opera, even as a 

Victorian opera, it is not quite in the same league as those by 

Balfe, Wallace or Sullivan I have mentioned. Or for that matter, 

Benedict’s Lily of Killarney; Sullivan's Haddon Hall or 

(musically) The Beauty Stone; nor Balfe‘s The Siege of 

Rochelle amongst those I have seen..(The latter, incidentally, 

shares with Robin Hood a number that looks ahead to 

Sullivan’s so-called “madrigals”). 

However it s a very pleasing piece to listen to in an armchair, 

possibly with a glass of red wine or port to hand. I most 

certainly recommend its purchase (Naxos’ two CDs are very 

inexpensive) for those who enjoy being carried away into a 

vanished world of nostalgia and pretty music. The plot is one of 

the many variants of the Robin Hood legend (though it has no 

Friar Tuck). Robin is in love with the daughter of the Sheriff of 

Nottingham, Maid Marian; comes to town in disguise; hears the 
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Sompnour (who collects the revenues for the Abbey) planning 

to travel through Sherwood Forest; and waylays him. At the 

Fair, he wins the archery contest and claims Marian as his 

bride. Later the Sheriff has a scena in which we feel quite sorry 

for him (“My child has fled“). However Robin is captured and 

is about to be hanged when a King’s Pardon arrives, conditional 

to his joining the King’s service. General rejoicing and a happy 

ending! 

The music is invariably enjoyable and one can understand why 

it was so popular with the theatre-goers of its time, even though 

it has few memorable tunes. All the main principals have arias 

they can get stuck into, and there is the inevitable coloratura 

display for Maid Marian at the end. Additionally, the chorus 

has just about enough to keep itself occupied. As I implied 

earlier, with Ronald Corp conducting, musical standard are 

high throughout - and we owe Victorian Opera a debt of 

gratitude for presenting us with this pleasing rarity. 

© Stan Meares, 2011 

Naxos: 8.572654 [79:34] 
Peter Dickinson, Piano Music 
Peter Dickinson (Piano) 

This collection of Peter Dickinson’s piano music is notable 

because all but one of the pieces is a first recording. The 

exception is the Concerto Rag. The composer is his own 

interpreter in recordings made over a wide period of time and 

variety of locations, from 1975 to 2010. Keen-eyed Dickinson 

collectors will note that a number of them were originally 

recorded for Conifer and Albany, so these are not all new 

performances. In fact only Vitalitas Variations is hot off the 

press, having been taped in 2010. 

The music embraces Rags, variations, transformations, 

diversions and meditations.  Blues is a constant companion; not 

the Blues of Charley Patton and sharecroppers, perhaps, but a 

more allusive, tangential pianistic blues. In his critical writings 

Dickinson has drawn attention to the necessity for rhythmic 

detail when interpreting composers like Gershwin, so it’s no 

surprise to find him suitably athletic and crisp in his own 

playing. His Rags are not slavish simulacra but take on a living 

quality. They can take on quixotic qualities too, as in the 

Quartet Rag. The Three Satie Transformations are based on 

Gnossiennes, lightly gulling, and were written orchestrally for 

the CBSO in 1970. Satie can also be heard in one of the 

sections from Paraphrase. The Five Diversions reveal 

Dickinson’s charm and brio whilst Vitalitas Variations (1957) 

is ingenious, revealing evocations of the Reveille and 

Stravinsky amidst its own dance-centred patterns. It has long 

been associated with the choreography by Gloria Contreras. 

The variety in this disc testifies to Dickinson’s own 

enthusiasms and immersions and to his clever mediation 

between impulse and realisation. 

© Jonathan Woolf, 2011 

Festival Reports 

The Kempten International Chamber Music 

Festival, Allgäu, Bavaria, Germany 

21-25 September 2011 

“Exploring the highways and byways of British 

chamber music” 

The town of Kempten (population 65,000) is one of the earliest 

settlements in Germany, Roman remains being discovered from 

18/23 AD. The people of Kempten are gifted with a view of the 

foothills of the German/Austrian Alps a short distance away. It 

is a beautiful town with much history, but seems modern and 

contemporary in many ways. It possesses lots of facilities such 

as a Music School and a superb theatre that is the envy of any 

similar town in the world. 

It is no surprise that a spirit of adventure and local enterprise 

has produced an annual music festival, now in its sixth year. 

This came about after a lunch between Dr Franz Tröger, a local 

music lover and business man, and Oliver Triendl, a piano 

virtuoso of international repute. They immediately decided to 

launch a celebration of a different country’s chamber music 

each year. Herr Triendl became Artistic Director and embarked 

on a voyage of discovery around Europe. 2011 was the choice 

for Great Britain and the composer-in-residence was David 

Matthews, a natural choice given his extensive catalogue of 

vocal, instrumental and chamber music from which to select for 

the festival repertoire. 

Herr Triendl invites world-class musicians to Kempten to 

rehearse and perform an amazing variety of works by familiar 

and unfamiliar composers. This year the choice was so eclectic 

that even Matthews confessed to not knowing many of them. 

And who can blame him when the list includes Meditation for 

double bass and piano by Alan Bush, the wind and string Octet 

by Howard Ferguson and Legende for violin and piano by 

Havergal Brain. 

Matthews and other lovers of British music are on safer ground 

with chamber works by Britten (only one!), Walton, Bax, 

Bridge, Holst, Vaughan Williams and Elgar. Living composers 

were well represented with six works by Matthews (including a 

world premiere of Lebensregeln, eight songs to texts by 

Goethe) and other varied pieces by brother Colin, Peter 

Sculthorpe (as requested by Matthews for his Composer Choice 

concert), Matthew Taylor, James Francis Brown, George 

Benjamin, Hugh Wood and Thomas Hyde. 

I still have not mentioned Byrd, Bliss, Warlock, Finzi, Onslow, 

Rebecca Clarke, Purcell, Gordon Jacob and Malcolm Arnold. 

Almost all the repertoire was new to the performers, who 

themselves are a mixture of orchestral concertmasters, section 

principals and chamber musician specialists from around 

Europe, many making return visits to Kempten. 

With such an extensive list of composers it was clear that, 

given the time available, there was no dominance by a small 

pool of ‘great’ composers. The aim of the festival was to 

embrace the wide cross section of British music to provide the 

audience with a genuine sense of exploration. 

There was a preponderance of early works by British masters. 

Hence we heard the lovely String Sextet (1906/12) by Bridge 

with its divine slow movement, as well as his utterly mature 

Cello Sonata (1913/17); the extraordinary Piano Quintet, 

including double bass (1903), by Vaughan Williams with its 

premonitions of the Tallis Fantasia and the later absorption of 
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folk material; the highly melodic and confident Wind Quintet 

(1903) by Holst and the teenage Walton attempting a big, 

ambitious Piano Quartet (1918/21, later revised in 1973/74). 

None of these are regularly played in the UK but all show signs 

of future greatness to come. For true greatness the festival 

ended with Elgar’s masterly chamber swan song, the Piano 

Quintet (1918/19). Has it ever been played by a German 

pianist, with a quartet from Norway, Finland, France and 

Russia and with such feeling? 

As well as the foothills of future masters the programme 

explored many works by familiar names, but of largely 

unfamiliar pieces, all of them worthy of the occasional hearing. 

Bliss showed his rebellious side in Conversations for wind and 

strings (1920), Rebecca Clarke produced a gentle and haunting 

Prelude, Allegro and Pastorale for clarinet and viola (1941), 

Gordon Jacob’s Partita for solo bassoon was unusual to say the 

least and early Arnold created sparks and lots of humour with 

his Three Shanties for wind quintet (1943). 

There were some pleasant surprises too. The Octet for Wind 

and String Quartet (1933) by the gifted Howard Ferguson, the 

cheeky and virtuosic Impromptu for flute and oboe (1967) by 

Thea Musgrave, the generally melodic Legende for violin and 

piano (1924) by Havergal Brian and the ambitious and 

exquisitely performed Nonet by the largely forgotten George 

Onslow (1784-1853) testified to the rich diversity of British 

chamber works over the years. 

Apart from Viola, Viola (1997) for two violas by George 

Benjamin and Chaconne with Chorale (1988) by Colin 

Matthews, nothing was heard from the now large list of more 

modernist British chamber works. Other omissions included 

any works for string quartet and any music by Michael Tippett. 

What we did hear was an important work by Britten, his 

Canticle III – ‘Still Falls the Rain’ for tenor, horn and piano, 

and six works by Britten’s erstwhile assistant, now mature 

master, David Matthews whose style comes from the deep-

welled sounds of the softer grained, lyrical, melodic manner 

that arose at the turn of the last century, not with Elgar but with 

Vaughan Williams, Holst, Bridge and (Bridge’s student) 

Britten. Tippett is somewhere there too. 

Matthews’s works received superlative performances as indeed 

did all the works in the festival. The Piano Quintet (2004) was 

a work of exquisite tenderness and joie de vivre, the Horn 

Quintet (2010) culminated with a tune on the horn worthy of 

Richard Strauss, though entirely plausible in the context of the 

work as a whole, and The Flaying of Marsyas for oboe and 

string quartet (1986/87) was a powerful, pungent tour de force, 

brilliantly played. The world premiere was a collection of songs 

to texts by Goethe, a nice gesture of friendship to the festival 

and its audience. They were largely short but of extreme 

beauty, a delightful addition to the modern (international) song 

repertoire. 

Matthews’s Composer Choice concert featured, among other 

works, the sorrowful Djilile for cello and piano (1986) by Peter 

Sculthorpe, an ingenious and impressive ‘Three Dancers’ from 

Two Picasso Paintings by his one-time pupil, Thomas Hyde, 

and four pieces from the Haydn Fantasies for John McCabe 

(2009), by Hugh Wood (in strict Haydn mode), Matthew Taylor 

(a spellbinding slow movement), Matthews’s own somewhat 

cheeky scherzo and an ebullient finale by James Francis 

Brown. 

True glories from English music were works by Byrd: a 

Fantasy for six strings, In Nomine for seven strings by Purcell, 

and Chacony by Purcell in Britten’s arrangement for string 

quartet (1948 revised 1968). 

Kempten can be proud of its achievement in 2011. It has a 

loyal, attentive audience, an inspired Artistic Director, generous 

sponsors and, most importantly now, a reputation among the 

élite of European musicians to ensure a full representation of 

their skills and experience each year. One final question: is this 

spirit of discovery unique to Germany or can British festivals 

emulate this exploration of the range and variety of our own 

national chamber music?   

© Edward Clark, 2011 

The Sixth Annual Malcolm Arnold Festival, The 

Royal & Derngate, Northampton 

21- 23 October 2011 

A Memorable Celebration of Sir Malcolm Arnold’s 

Ninetieth Anniversary in Northampton 

This was a really ambitious event to celebrate what would have 

been Sir Malcolm Arnold’s 90th birthday (b. 21 October 1921). 

All nine symphonies were performed by seven different 

orchestras. 

The whole event was masterminded by the Festival Director 

Paul Harris who had to book not just the orchestras and 

conductors but also a number of celebrity speakers, soloists and 

chamber music players and it does him great credit that the 

entire weekend ran without a hitch. Arnold’s scores make great 

use of a number of unusual instruments all of which needed 

arranging. There was something uplifting in seeing a young 

lady percussionist beating the life out of a cowbell! – a symbol 

of hope arising out of tribulation and despair according to 

Arnold commentators. 

I had never been to the Derngate auditorium or even to 

Northampton before (Arnold was born in Northampton as were 

Alwyn and Rubbra). The first thing to say is that it is totally 

straightforward to get there, with ample car parking following 

an enlightened policy. It cost me £1 to park on the Friday, £7 

for all day and evening Saturday and FREE on Sunday. The 

Festival itself was also extraordinarily cheap. A day visitor 

could pop in on the Saturday for £5 and would hear four 

symphonies and numerous other works. The Derngate itself 

was modern, having recently received a £15 million 

redevelopment incorporating a concert hall and theatre and in 

the ‘underground’ numerous recital and practice rooms. Snacks 

and drinks were available all day and there were various 

restaurants close by. The Festival publicity quotes the Daily 

Telegraph ‘I can think of few arts complexes that induce such a 

rush of excitement on arrival’. Northampton is certainly a place 

I will visit again. I did not attend everything. There was a 

Friday afternoon session for members of the Malcolm Arnold 

Society in the adjacent Guildhall that I did not get to. Neither 

did I attend the closing celebrity concert on the Sunday evening 

that featured the 9th symphony together with Nicola Benedetti 

and Leonard Elschenbroich performing the Brahms Double 

Concerto. 

The festival was launched on Friday evening by Robert Hardy 

who went to school with Arnold. Arnold was the bedroom 

monitor ‘charged with keeping order’, Hardy said with a 

chuckle. Arnold may not have instigated the pillow fights but 

he certainly joined in! Piers Burton Page gave an introduction 

to the first two symphonies with illustrative extracts from the 

orchestra. Unfortunately this idea was not followed up in any of 

the later concerts. Piers enacted an amusing account of Arnold 

receiving a phone call from Charles Groves who wanted to 

commission a symphony for the Bournemouth Symphony 

Orchestra. He asked Arnold if it would be like the first 
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symphony to be told that Arnold never repeated himself! The 

Cambridgeshire Symphony Orchestra then played Arnold’s 

First Symphony which has an arresting opening that sets the 

tone for all the symphonies that follow. The first half was 

concluded by the Dambusters March. We then heard the 16-

year old Claudia Moore-Gillon in Vaughan Williams’ The Lark 

Ascending. This was followed by the Second Symphony. 

Saturday morning I missed, but it started with John Amis 

launching two new books prepared in time for the Festival: 

Composers on the 9 which contains commentaries from 10 

contemporary composers on the Arnold nine, and Malcolm 

Arnold in Words edited by Paul Harris (£14.95 Available here). 

This was followed by a chamber concert given by members of 

the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland (RCS) ensemble which 

included the Oboe Sonata, Flute Sonatina and Clarinet Sonatina 

(Sarah Hayes – flute, Kenny Sturgeon – oboe, Fraser Langton-

clarinet, Fraser Gordon-bassoon, Christine Smith – French 

horn, Scott Mitchel – piano). 

I arrived in time for the main concert with the Slaithwaite (pr, 

Sloughwet) Philharmonic Orchestra. The concert was 

introduced by Kit Williams, Director of the National Youth 

Wind Orchestra, who knew Arnold as both she and Arnold had 

studied trumpet with Ernest Hall. The concert opened with 

Philip Robertson playing the Haydn Trumpet concerto followed 

by the Arnold Third Symphony. We learned that during the 

time it took to complete this symphony Arnold wrote 25 Film 

scores and other concert works. This was too much and was the 

beginning of his mental problems exacerbated by the death of 

his mother. For the first two movements it is a dark despairing 

symphony. 

After lunch Colin Bradbury, former principal clarinet with the 

BBC Symphony Orchestra, recalled the fun side of Arnold, 

such as seeing him being pushed around in a wheelbarrow at a 

birthday party. Because of some delay we were only able to 

hear ‘Storm’ from Britten’s Peter Grimes Sea Interludes instead 

of all four of them. The University of London Symphony 

Orchestra then launched straight into Symphony number 

4.Arnold had been shocked by the Notting Hill race riots in 

1958 and this symphony is an affirmation that it is possible for 

two races to live together in harmony. He makes use of 

Caribbean and West Indian instruments. At this time Arnold 

was also heavily involved with the Hoffnung Festivals and I 

noticed that Annetta Hoffnung is one of the Patrons of the 

Arnold Festival. Ben Hoffnung was initially listed on the 

website as a speaker but work overseas rendered him 

unavailable. 

There was an afternoon chamber concert of five Fantasies held 

in the walkway overlooked by a bust of Sir Malcolm. John 

Kehoe introduced the home team, Northamptonshire County 

Youth Orchestra, with by far the youngest participants in the 

Festival, and the Fifth Symphony. Kehoe was the founder of 

Conifer Records and knew he did not want to record yet 

another Four Seasons so looked around for works that had not 

been recorded and invited Vernon Handley to set down the 

complete Arnold symphony cycle. In total he recorded 30 

Arnold works. Decca re-released all these in 2006 for Arnold’s 

85th anniversary but Sir Malcolm died just one month earlier 

and I notice these recordings have since been withdrawn. 

Kehoe said it was a pleasure to work with Arnold who was 

always meticulous in score preparation leading to quick, 

efficient recording sessions. He contrasted this with Oscar-

winning Dimitri Tiomkin who was never satisfied with the 

orchestra, firing a few and sending others to the back and 

fiddling around with the scores, virtually re-scoring on the hoof 

and getting very little laid down in the allotted session time. 

After Walton’s Crown Imperial we heard the Fifth Symphony. 

This is possibly the most popular among Arnold’s symphonies 

with a typical sumptuous slow movement, apparently inspired 

by Annetta Hoffnung. Following research by Paul Jackson we 

now know that the whole symphony is littered with ciphers of 

various friends. The symphony fades away over a long held 

note in the cellos and basses. 

There followed another chamber concert in the ‘Underground’ 

given by members of the RCS ensemble. They played Fantasy 

for Flute and Clarinet, Three Pieces for Piano and John 

Ireland’s Fantasy Sonata for clarinet and piano. The Ealing 

Symphony Orchestra entertained us for the evening. The 

introductory talk was to have been by Jon Lord but he was too 

ill to attend. This was the fun concert that started with Saint-

Saens’ Carnival of the Animals given with the introductory 

poems by Ogden Nash. This was followed by Malcolm 

Arnold’s Carnival of the other animals. This depicted giraffe, 

sheep, cows, mice, and ‘Jumbo and Chiroptera’ (bats), where 

the violinists mimic the speed and energy of bat wings without 

actually touching the strings. Where possible Ogden Nash 

poems were used – ‘The cow is of bovine ilk, one end Moo, the 

other milk’ – but members of the newly created Malcolm 

Arnold Academy had also been invited to contribute some 

verses. John Gibbons was the conductor; he also doubled as the 

second pianist and as the celesta player. The hall had been very 

warm so the doors had been left open, which created a draught 

that kept flicking over the pages of the score. So, in very fast 

passage work, he also had constantly to find the correct page. It 

was quite a virtuoso performance. 

There followed a virtuoso performance of another ‘course’. For 

the 1961 Hoffnung Astronautical Music Festival Arnold 

composed Grand Concerto Gastronomique for Eater, Waiter, 

Food and Orchestra. It had not been performed since. John 

Gibbon said we all had to hope for the best as it was not 

possible to rehearse the work as the eater could never manage 

two meals in such a short time! The eater was Richard 

Brooman, with a body girth that resembled that of Gerard 

Hoffnung, and the waitress was Martha Shrimpton. During the 

music the eater eats a full meal, timing each course to the music 

starting with oysters, and then soup carried in by a trembling 

waitress slopping it out of the dish and onto the floor. While 

imbibing heavily and ogling the waitress, the main course of 

roast beef was taken. When the waitress returns with the Peach 

Melba the eater is now openly peering down her cleavage and 

by coffee she is sitting on his knee. A cheese trolley is wheeled 

on bearing a huge chunk of cheese which explodes as she tries 

to slice it. Make of that what you will! By now members of the 

orchestra are passing round glasses of wine and a platter of 

cheese and grapes. The conductor has his own table with a cup 

of coffee. At the end of the meal the eater leaves but infuriates 

the waitress by not leaving a tip. This work had disappeared 

without trace. It is not even mentioned in Annetta’s biography 

of Gerard Hoffnung. 

After the interval we heard the Sixth Symphony, which was 

written after Malcolm Arnold had left London to live in 

Cornwall. The Sixth is the shortest of the symphonies: around 

25 minutes. The first movement was headed First movement – 

the Bird. Free improvisation! This is a reference to the Jazz 

saxophonist Charlie Parker who Arnold admired. The second 

and third refer to Berlioz’s Grande Symphonie funèbre et 

triomphale. 

As we entered the hall on Sunday morning the Hull  

Philharmonic Orchestra was on the stage and sitting in the left 

stalls were members of the East Riding Youth orchestra (all 

perfectly behaved). Timothy Bowers made the introductions 
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and said they had been travelling since 3am! Timothy Bowers 

has provided a long analysis of the symphonies in the book 

Composers of the 9.  It is a very personal symphony with the 

three movements being portraits of his children, Katherine 

(who I had the pleasure of meeting) Robert and Edward. The 

programme notes say that the first movement was written in 

Ischia and benefits from Italian Sunshine.  I cannot hear that at 

all and agree with Anthony Meredith and Paul Harris in 

Malcolm Arnold: Rogue Genius that the symphony is full of 

despair, conflict, violence and frustration. Although I know the 

symphony well I was in a state of shock after the first 

movement with tears in my eyes, and, I noticed, also in those of 

the person sitting in front of me. It was one of the most 

overwhelming experiences I have ever had in a concert hall. I 

rank this symphony alongside the Shostakovich Fourth. 

Members of the East Riding Youth Orchestra then joined the 

Hull Philharmonic to produce a massive orchestra for 

Shostakovich’s Festival Overture. I quite see the point of 

programming Shostakovich just after the Arnold but I would 

not have chosen this particular piece. Many of the Hull 

orchestra then slipped away, leaving behind a few key 

percussionists and others for a performance of the Eighth 

Symphony. In the period between the composition of this and 

the Seventh symphonies Arnold had twice attempted suicide 

and was hospitalised. It was a commission from the Rustam K 

Kermani Foundation for the Albany Symphony Orchestra for 

an eighth symphony which helped to lift him out of his 

depression and to get his life together again. I wondered how I 

would find this symphony after the Seventh but they are not 

dissimilar. There is the same despair and an anguished 

andantino of a broken heart. 

What do some of these very young players make of music like 

this? I gained some insight when I met a young lady carrying a 

cello and asked her which symphony she was playing. She said 

she had no idea! I have not commented on the performances by 

each of these orchestras. They are not professionals and I think 

should not be scored one against the other. However at least 

three of the orchestras were fully up to professional standards 

and never in any of the performances did I find I was making 

any allowances. This, I am sure, was due to the standard of the 

training and conducting. No professional showmanship here. 

Each conductor was solely concerned with guiding the players 

through these difficult works with as clear a direction as 

possible. It is wonderful that our local councils actively support 

these amateur activities. The benefits are clear to all. I ended 

my visit with great respect for the amateur musicians in this 

country and an even greater respect for the Arnold symphonies. 

I should also add that the various introductions were both 

illuminating and amusing and added to the enjoyment of the 

Festival. 

However, what of the future? With national austerity measures 

causing Arts budgets to be cut by up to 30%, will councils still 

be able to support these orchestras and explain that to Council 

Tax payers who may be more concerned with policing and 

rubbish collection? Ignoring the clouds that may be gathering I 

offer my congratulations to everyone concerned. 

Performing Orchestras 
Cambridgeshire Symphony Orchestra conducted by Steve 
Bingham: Symphonies 1 and 2 
Slaithwaite Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Benjamin 
Ellin: Symphony 3 
University of London Symphony Orchestra conducted by 
Daniel Capps: Symphony 4 
Northamptonshire County Youth Orchestra conducted by Peter 
Dunkley / Tim Green: Symphony 5 

Ealing Symphony Orchestra conducted by John Gibbons: 
Symphony 6 
Hull Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by Andrew Penny: 
Symphony 7 
East Riding Youth Orchestra conducted by Andrew Penny: 
Symphony 8 
Gala Concert with the Malcolm Arnold Festival Orchestra 
conducted by John Gibbons. Symphony 9 

© Len Mullenger, 2011 

Regional Reports 

British Music in the North-West 

The North-West does pretty well by English music. The Hallé 

might be an exception given their predilection for the 

conventional but the RLPO and the BBCPO can be relied on 

for the adventurous. For a contemporary premiere there’s 

PMD's Ninth Symphony on 9 June 2012 and John McCabe’s 

Quintet for Horn and String Quartet was premiered on 12 

October this year. The RLPO season at the Philharmonic Hall, 

Liverpool (0151 709 3789) featured the Walton Violin 

Concerto with Midori on 13 September 2011. The Walton 

Cello Concerto on 13 October shared a programme with Holst 

Ballet music The Perfect Fool, Elgar's Serenade and for me the 

most constantly intriguing of the RVW symphonies, the Ninth. 

The RVW London Symphony can be heard on 25 March 2012. 

The Liverpool Phil Youth Orchestra play Walton’s Symphony 

1 and the Elgar Cello Concerto (Natalie Klein) with Paul 

Daniel on 5 January 2012. On 19 November, there was a rare 

performance of Hiawatha's Wedding Feast; shame we don't 

hear the other two parts of the triptych at all these days. 21 

April 2012 sees a complete Yeomen and 28 April a programme 

of mixed favourites and rarities from the world of British film 

music. It’s conducted by Ian Wilson. 

© Rob Barnett, 2011 

On The Horizon 

Concerts: 

Tonbridge Philharmonic Society 

Saturday 3 December 2011 7.30 pm, Tonbridge School Chapel, 

Tonbridge School, Kent 

Vaughan Williams Overture: The Wasps 

Vaughan Williams Five Mystical Songs 

Walton Belshazzar's Feast 

Piran Legg, Baritone, Conductor: Robin Morrish 

For tickets please telephone TPS Box Office: (01732) 304241 

(There will be a small administrative charge using this method.) 

Sittingbourne Music Society 

Eighth season 2011/12, Concerts including British music 
Saturday 25 February 2012, 7.30 pm (please note start time), 

Sittingbourne Community College, Swanstree Avenue, 

Sittingbourne 

E. J. Moeran Songs of Springtime 

Paul Mealor Ubi Caritas 

Richard Rodney Bennett Missa Brevis 

Elgar Piano solos 

Tippett 5 Spirituals from A Child of our Time 

McCabe The Lily-white Rose 

Elgar From the Bavarian Highlands 
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City of Canterbury Chamber Choir conducted by George Vass, 

with John McCabe (piano) 

St Albans Chamber Choir 

Saturday 3 December 7.30pm, St Saviour's Church, St Albans 

Britten A Boy was Born 

St Albans Chamber Choir conducted by John Gibbons with the 

St Albans Abbey Girls Choir 

Worthing Symphony Orchestra  

Sunday 8 January 2.45pm, Assembly Hall, Worthing 

Delius Cello Concerto (Soloist Julian Lloyd Webber) 

Britten Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra (Narrator John 

Inverdale) 

Works by Rossini, Lehar, John Williams 

Worthing Symphony Orchestra conducted by John Gibbons 

St Albans Chamber Choir  

Saturday 4 February 2012 7.30pm, St Peter's Church, St Albans 

at 7.30pm 

Walton Te Deum 

Parry I Was Glad 

Byrd O Lord Make thy Servant Elizabeth  

St Albans Chamber Choir conducted by John Gibbons 

Organist: Tom Winpenny   (Assistant Master of the Music at St 

Albans Abbey) 

Ealing Symphony Orchestra 90th Anniversary Concert 

Saturday 18 February 7.30pm, St Barnabas Church, Pitshanger 

Lane, Ealing 

Walton Facade Suite 

John Ireland Piano Concerto (Soloist Samantha Ward) 

Elgar Symphony No. 3 

Ealing Symphony Orchestra conducted by John Gibbons 

St Albans Chamber Choir  

Saturday 17 March 2012 7.30pm, St Peter's Church, St Albans 

Stanford Magnificat 

Harris Faire is the Heaven 

Frank Martin Mass for double choir 

Rheinberger Mass for double choir 

St Albans Chamber Choir conducted by John Gibbons 

Queen's Diamond Jubilee Celebration Concert 

Saturday 26 May 2012 7.30pm, Assembly Hall, Worthing 

Elgar Enigma Variations 

Walton Crown Imperial 

Anthony Collins Festival Royal Overture 

Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto No. 1 

Bruch Kol Nidrei 

Worthing Symphony Orchestra conducted by John Gibbons, 

Soloist: Ian Fountain (piano), Laura van der Heijden (cello) 

Ealing Symphony Orchestra  

Saturday 23 June 2012 7.30pm, St John's Smith Square, London 

World premiere concert performance: 

William Alwyn Violin Concerto 

Shostakovich Symphony No. 5 

Glinka Overture 'Ruslan & Ludmilla'  

Ealing Symphony Orchestra conducted by John Gibbons 

Soloist: Lorraine McAslan 

Tonbridge Philharmonic Society 

Saturday 23 June 2012 7.30 pm, Tonbridge School Chapel, 

Tonbridge School, Kent 

Sullivan Overture: Pineapple Poll 

Strauss Rosenkavalier Suite 

Stanford Songs of the Fleet 

Lambert The Rio Grande 

David Williams, Piano, Conductor: Robin Morrish 

For tickets please telephone TPS Box Office: (01732) 304241 

(There will be a small administrative charge using this method.) 

Golden Jubilee of Consecration of Coventry Cathedral 

Saturday 22 September 2012 7.30pm, Coventry Cathedral 

BBC Philharmonic Orchestra (Cond. Paul Daniel) 

Elizabeth Watts (Soprano), Allan Clayton (Tenor) 

Programme includes Bliss: The Beatitudes 

Festivals: 

British musical gold at Manchester's International 

Brass Festival  
Artistic Director Paul Hindmarsh shares his vision for the 2012 

RNCM Festival of Brass 

With no fewer than twelve world or UK premieres, a roster of 

performers that includes some of the finest brass soloists and 

bands on the planet and a celebration of the achievements of 

emerging brass talent, the 2012 RNCM Festival of Brass 

promises to be one of the best ever. Now, I would say that 

having developed the programmes along with the participating 

soloists and bands, but I can honestly add, that after this year's 

festival, with the stellar appearance of the Venezuelan Brass 

Ensemble given to a full Bridgewater Hall audience as the 

highlight, I was worried how we could keep the momentum 

through to 2012. 

Coming up with fresh innovations and themes for the next 

Festival (27-29 January) was made that much easier, because of 

the unprecedented interest in the Olympic Games and the 

impact that this 'once in a lifetime' festival of sporting 

competition and the allied Cultural Olympiad is having on the 

artistic life of the country. One of the most significant creative 

projects has been the New Music 20x12 commissioning project 

initiated by Jillian Barker and David Cohen, and delivered by 

PRS for Music Foundation in partnership with the BBC, the 

London Organising Committee of the Olympic Games and 

Paralympic Games, and Sound and Music. The Black Dyke 

Band was successful in its bid to commission young composer 

and accordionist Luke Carver Goss to write an Olympic themed 

piece featuring the 'Bard of Barnsley' Ian Macmillan and a 

choir. Pure Gold is the result and it receives its work premiere 

in the Black Dyke Band's festival opener, An Olympic 

Celebration. 

Composer and conductor Johan de Meij enjoys an international 

reputation for his epic wind band and orchestral scores. His 

colourful take on Tchaikovsky, Extreme Makeover, is one of 

the most popular and colourful brass band test-pieces of recent 

years. He will be in Manchester for the festival weekend to 

enjoy with us the world premiere of UFO Concerto for 

euphonium, which is the latest in David Child's already 

impressive list of commissions. 

“I am absolutely thrilled that David will be playing my new 

concerto with Cory Band and Robert conducting, at the RNCM 

Festival in January,” Johan enthused in a recent conversation, 

“The best of all worlds! I am also very excited to come back to 

England after such a long time. I think my last activity in the 

UK was a wind band conference sometime in the nineties, so 

it's about time again!”  David has notched some 30 

performances of his last commission from Karl Jenkins. With a 

US premiere already pencilled in, UFO Concerto promises to 

be just as successful. 

Has there ever been a time when the brass world has been so 

well off for great euphonium players? In next January's festival, 
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I am delighted that we will be celebrating this musical wealth in 

a substantial way. In addition to David's world premiere, Steven 

Mead will be joining the RNCM Brass Ensemble to present the 

UK premiere of one of his many commissions and David 

Thornton has commissioned a new short concert work from Kit 

Turnbull to feature in his appearance with Brassband 

Bürgermusik Luzern. Gary Curtin (Black Dyke) and Matthew 

White (Fairey) will be featuring music for euphonium by one of 

the Festival's featured composers, John Golland. 

The international perspective that has proved so successful in 

recent Festivals is further enhanced in 2012 with the 

appearance of two of the world's great trumpeters and, making 

a Festival debut, Brassband Bürgermusik Luzern, under its fine 

young conductor Michael Bach. I am delighted that Håkan 

Hardenberger has agreed to present a celebrity recital and give 

a masterclass as part of his annual commitment to the RNCM 

as one of its International visiting teachers. He joins us for 

Sunday 29 January, part of which is also designated as a Youth 

Brass Focus Day. Rex Richardson's prowess as a jazz trumpeter 

has taken him all over the world. He will be in Manchester on 

the previous day for a jazz masterclass and a solo appearance 

with Foden's Band, where he will be featuring Jim Stephenson's 

jazzy Concerto No. 2, a bespoke creation entitled Rextreme. 

The Festival's other visiting soloist is 16 year old trombonist 

Peter Moore, who at 12 became the youngest winner of the 

BBC Young Musician prize. Peter will be performing a brand 

new Concerto which has been commissioned especially for the 

Festival from Simon Dobson. His appearance will be part of a 

Youth Brass Celebration that will bring the weekend to a 

rousing conclusion. In a new and exciting initiative, the RNCM 

Festival of Brass will be hosting a new-look BBC Radio 2 

Young Brass Awards. 

The BBC Radio 2 Young Brass Awards will now be expanded 

from one to three Awards in order fully to reflect the talent and 

achievements of young brass players from around the UK. 

Previously, there has been just one recipient of the Young Brass 

Soloist Award, but for 2012 a panel of experts with significant 

reputations in the brass field will select a youth band and two 

soloists (under 18 and 18-21) whose contribution over the 

previous 12 months has been outstanding. Each will perform a 

number of items for a future broadcast. Additionally at the 

Festival of Brass final concert, the panel will also name one 

overall recipient of BBC Radio 2 Young Brass Award 2012, 

and this soloist or band will be given a further performance 

opportunity on Radio 2. 

Lewis Carnie, Head of Programming for Radio 2, says: “The 

Young Brass Soloist Award has long been an important part of 

Radio 2’s musical year. Its expansion to the BBC Radio 2 

Young Brass Awards this year, honouring not one but three 

musicians, exemplifies the station’s ongoing commitment to 

supporting the vibrant brass band music scene in the UK.” 

This festive finale will be a unique celebration of brass music 

played and written by young stars of today. As well as the 

Award recipients’ performances, and the Simon Dobson 

premiere, it will feature new writing from Lucy Pankhurst, Dan 

Price and one of last year's Young Brass Award finalists, 

Jonathan Bates. The Royal Northern College of Music’s own 

Brass Band will be conducted by Nicholas Childs. 

The RNCM Festival of Brass is unique in the brass band 

calendar for the focus that is put on new writing within the 

perspective of quality repertoire from the past and set in the 

context of thematic presentations. In 2012, the thematic content 

is multi-faceted. I have designed each of the band concerts 

around one idea, while introducing a number of composer-led 

threads that, I hope, will bind the event together and enhance 

the whole experience. The main featured composer is the late 

John Golland, whose 70th anniversary falls next year. Golland 

was something of an enigma. Happy to write and arrange 

prolifically in a lighter vein for brass and wind bands, his more 

serious work has not received wide exposure, apart from his 

major test-piece Sounds and the First Euphonium Concerto. 

This Festival of Brass retrospective includes both of these 

masterworks alongside two of his Swiss commissions, 

Concerto for Band and Bellna and two of his shorter concert 

solos. 

Judith Bingham, who celebrates her 60th birthday next June, 

created something of a stir within the Championship Section of 

the British band movement, when I selected her 1995 BBC 

Festival of Brass commission, Prague, as a Regional test-piece 

in 2003. Since then, this intense and colourful music has won 

many friends and Cory's performance on 29 January will 

confirm its stature. The Festival's Olympic theme opens, 

appropriately, with her lively and engaging miniature Four-

Minute Mile. 

As my mind was drawn to thoughts of the Olympic Games and 

of Olympian challenges of a musical kind for brass band, a 

number of major musical landmarks of the contesting and 

concert repertoire were added to my wish list for the 2012 

Festival of Brass. I am so grateful to the bands and their 

conductors that so many of them have found their way into the 

final programmes. John Ireland, who died 50 years ago next 

year, composed one of the most refined brass band pieces of the 

1930s – Comedy Overture. In the late 1940s Wilfred Heaton 

composed the first version of what would become, some 40 

years later, one of the consummate challenges for the modern 

brass band – Partita. Foden's band includes both in the second 

half of a concert that also includes the first performance of its 

annual commission from composer-in-residence Andy Scott. 

Philip Wilby's New Jerusalem and Lowry Sketchbook have 

become well established as concert and contest works. Last 

year major works by Simon Dobson (A Symphony of Colours) 

for Fairey (Geneva), Gavin Higgins (Destroy, Trample as 

Swiftly as She) for Tredegar Town, making a welcome Festival 

debut, and Peter Meechan (Legend of King Arthur), for Lucern, 

have flown the creative flag with pride in major European 

competitions. 

The Festival also includes conversations and presentations, plus 

a short concert by the RNCM Junior Brass Band, which created 

such a strong impression at the last festival. Tickets including 

weekend options and concessions are now on sale. There will 

be further updates to the programme in the coming weeks. Full 

details will be announced in British Bandsman, other brass 

media and online at www.rncm.ac.uk . I look forward to seeing 

you in Manchester between 27 and 29 January next year. 

Festival Programme 

Friday 27 January, 2012 

6.15 Festival Prelude 

Music for brass ensemble played by a Philip Jones Award 

winning group from a British Conservatoire 

7.45 An Olympic Celebration  

Black Dyke Band, Ian Macmillan (narrator), Gary Curtin 

(euphonium), Joseph Cook (tuba), Conducted by Nicholas 

Childs 

Four Minute Mile Judith Bingham 

Set to Mark-Anthony Turnage (arr. Christopher Houlding) 

Pure Gold: a 4x3 Relay Race Luke Carver Goss 

http://www.rncm.ac.uk/
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A New Music 20x12 commission, first performance 

Scherzo for Tuba, Peace for euphonium, Sounds John Golland 

Pictures at an Exhibition Mussorgsky (arr. Elgar Howarth) 

Saturday 28 January, 2012 
10.00 Rex Richardson jazz masterclass 

11.30 Sacred and Profane 

 Tredegar Town Band Conducted by Ian Porthouse 

Victorian Snapshots – On Ratcliff Highway Ray Steadman-

Allen 

New work Gavin Higgins (First performance)  

Destroy, Trample, as swiftly as She Gavin Higgins (First 

performance in this country)  

My Master's Will Wilfred Heaton 

Lowry Sketchbook Philip Wilby 

1.45   Key note presentation [to be confirmed]  

3.00   Landscapes and Legends  

Brassband Bürgermusik Luzern, David Thornton 

(euphonium), Conducted by Michael Bach 

Rhapsodic Variations – My Strength, My Tower Dean Goffin 

New work for euphonium and band Kit Turnbull (First 

performance) 

Concerto for Brass Band John Golland 

The Stars Above, the Earth Below Judith Bingham 

Variations on Annie Laurie Wilfred Heaton 

Legend of King Arthur Peter Meechan 

5.30 RNCM Junior Brass Band  

6.30 Meet the composers 

Artistic Director Paul Hindmarsh in conversation with 

composers whose work is being premiered during the Festival  

7.30  Band classics....and all that jazz 

 Foden's Band, Rex Richardson (trumpet), Conducted by 

Howard Snell and Michael Fowles* 

Pittsburg Overture Philip Sparke 

Rextreme, Concerto No. 2 Jim Stephenson* 

New Work Andy Scott* (Foden's commission, first 

performance) 

Comedy Overture John Ireland 

Partita Wilfred Heaton 

Sunday 29 January 

10.00 RNCM Brass Ensemble, with students from McGill 

University (Canada), Steven Mead (euphonium), Conducted 

by John Miller 

Spitfire Prelude and Fugue William Walton (arr. Howarth) 

Twisted Splinters Tom Harrold, (First performance) 

Concerto for euphonium, symphonic brass and percussion 

Vanja Ljsjak, (First concert performance in this country) 

Greetings to a City Arthur Bliss 

11.30 Song and Dance  

Fairey (Geneva) Band, Matthew White (euphonium), 

Conducted by Frank Renton and Mark Peacock* 

Concert March Beaufighters Maurice Johnstone 

Euphonium Concerto No. 1 John Golland 

Just as I am Wilfred Heaton 

A Symphony of Colours Simon Dobson* 

Danceries II Kenneth Hesketh, (First performance in this 

version) 

1.30 Håkan Hardenberger (trumpet), Jonathan Scott 

(piano) – A celebrity recital by one of the world's great 

trumpeters 

2.30 Trumpet masterclass with Håkan Hardenberger 

3.30 Heaven and Earth 

Cory Band, David Childs (euphonium), Conducted by 

Robert Childs 

Helvetia Gareth Wood 

UFO Concerto Johan de Meij, (Commissioned by David 

Childs, first performance) 

Prague Judith Bingham 

Bellna John Golland 

Resurgam Eric Ball 

The New Jerusalem Philip Wilby 

7.00 Youth Brass Celebration  

RNCM Brass Band, Peter Moore (trombone),  Conducted 

by Nicholas Childs A festive finale incorporating the BBC 

Radio 2 Young Brass Awards 2012. The programme includes: 

Petrichor Lucy Pankhurst (John Golland Trust Commission, 

first performance) 

Trombone Concerto Simon Dobson (Brass Band Heritage 

Trust Commission, supported with funds from the PRS for 

Music Foundation, first performance) 

and music in a lighter vein from Jonathan Bates and Dan Price. 

John Ireland in Chelsea 

Five-day festival running from Thursday 21 June-Monday 25th 

June 2012. Venue will be St Luke’s Church, Sidney Street, 

London 

Help Sought 

If anybody is able to help regarding the following enquiries, 

please contact the requester directly: 

From Gareth Valentine garethvalentine@dsl.pipex.com 

“At present, I am conductor of Strictly Gershwin for English 

National Ballet and I'm keen to learn where I might appropriate 

a full score and parts of Easdale's ballet music for The Red 

Shoes. I'd be thrilled if you were able to assist in any way.” 

From John France John.France@tubelines.com 

“Does anyone have a scan/copy' of the programme notes for the 

following concert? 1934-Prom 17 of 1934 season. Held at 

Queen's Hall, London on Thursday 30 August 1934 at 8:00PM. 

It featured overtures by Frank Tapp, (Metropolis) Cyril Scott 

(Festival) and Arnold Cooke (Concert)... I would be extremely 

grateful as it will save a long journey!” 

From Desmond Wright desmond.wright@btinternet.com 

“I am trying to find a source for copies of the light orchestral 

scores of John Ansel's Shooe suite, particularly The Sabot. Are 

you able to give me any advice as to where I might obtain 

them.” 

From Sam Davidson samdavidson@care2.com 

“I have an enquiry about Leonard Duck who was listed under 

'A 265th Garland of British Composers'. I am looking for a 

relative of mine for my uncle who was named Leonard Duck 

and was a Librarian in Manchester who we lost track of in the 

1950s. I have found a music librarian at The Henry Watson 

Music Librarian and also Leonard Duck the composer.  I 

wonder if you know whether they could be one and the same?” 

In Brief 

BMIC Move to Huddersfield 
We are delighted to announce that we will shortly be moving 

the 40,000 scores of the British Music Collection to its new, 

permanent home at the University of Huddersfield, where it 

will be housed in a specially-designed unit within the 

University’s Music Library and developed by SAM and the 

University in partnership. The Collection (called the BMIC 

Collection before the creation of Sound and Music) is a unique 

resource consisting of scores, recordings and background 

material from the UK. Most of it relates to post-1960 and 

mailto:garethvalentine@dsl.pipex.com
mailto:John.France@tubelines.com
http://www.bbc.co.uk/proms/archive/search/season.shtml?id=40
mailto:desmond.wright@btinternet.com
mailto:samdavidson@care2.com
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contemporary work, but it also encompasses materials 

stretching back to 1900. It contains both published and 

unpublished works, including many pieces that are out of print 

or hard to obtain. Looking to the future, we are excited about 

working closely with the University not only on the physical 

archive, but also to promote it and to develop it as a digital 

resource by making as much as possible readily available 

online. On Tuesday 22 November at 10am at Huddersfield Art 

Gallery, we will be launching the Collection in its new home 

with a discussion of some of the gems it contains. 

NEW FROM SKY DANCE PRESS 

GUSTAV HOLST’S PIANO PIECE IS RE-DISCOVERED 

For years the manuscript of a piano piece by the great British 

composer Gustav Holst (1874 – 1934), who wrote The Planets, 

languished in the darkness of a library but this month A Piece 

for Yvonne will be published for the first time. The piece was 

written in 1924 for an 8 year old girl called Yvonne O’Neill 

who was the daughter of respected musicians in London whom 

Holst knew. It is a fascinating and delightful piece that should 

appeal to young and old alike – it is quite easy - and is in an 

attractive dance style although written in 7 beats in a bar -  

before Bartok and the Mikrokosmos – and completely original 

for the time in children’s music. 

The piece sheds new light on this fascinating and modest 

composer because it shows that although written at a time when 

he had suddenly become famous through the worldwide 

success of The Planets first performed in 1920, he could still 

take the time to compose something special for the daughter of 

a friend. 

Available price £5 from Sky Dance Press 

Email: skydancepress@aol.com 

More details: www.raymondhead.com/GustavHolstSheetMusic   

News from Fand Music Press 
Fand Music Press has just published the first edition of Bax's 
1914 setting of Chaucer's 'Welcome, Somer'. 
Written for high voice and piano it is one of THREE 

RONDELS, of which only the first, ROUNDEL, was ever 

published (in SEVEN SELECTED SONGS, J.W. 

Chester).Composed just after THE GARDEN OF FAND and at 

the start of Bax's relationship with Harriet Cohen, to whom 

ROUNDEL was dedicated, the song is wonderfully celebratory 

and colourful and being dedicated to Joan Thornycroft it was 

clearly intended as a wedding present for her and Herbert 

Farjeon who were married on 24th October 1914, the 

song being dated 20th October 1914. More details on 

www.fandmusic.com 

Two new recordings for those interested in Victorian 

opera. 
Guild have released a CD of Balfe songs on GMCD 7359 

entitled Michael William Balfe 1808-1870 - Songs and Ballads 

Rediscovered.  They are sung by Sally Silver with Richard 

Bonynge on the piano. Other than one song, they are a different 

selection from that recorded by Victorian Opera Northwest on 

WRW 204-2. See under Recordings on 

www.victorianoperanorthwest.org for details of the latter. 

Victorian Opera Northwest's recording of Macfarren's Robin 

Hood has been released on Naxos 8.660306-07. Further details 

may also be found on www.victorianoperanorthwest.org (See 

also the review by Edward Clark on page 477) 

Edward German's Merrie England 
Opera South will be staging Edward German's Merrie England 

on February 22, 24 & 25, 2012 at the Haslemere Hall, 

Haslemere, Surrey. See www.operasouth.co.uk for details. 

Competitions 

Oare String Orchestra Composing Competition 2012 

The Oare String Orchestra invites composers of all ages and 

nationalities to submit works for Solo Viola and String 

Orchestra to their fourth international composing competition. 

There will be a cash prize of £250 awarded to the winner. 

Closing date is 7 April 2012. Further details from the 

competition secretary at chair@oare-string-orchestra.org or the 

orchestra’s website www.oare-string-orchestra.org  

Members Discount Offers 

A SPECIAL OFFER FROM BOYDELL & BREWER 

Save 25% on our brand new John Ireland Companion 
The John Ireland Companion, edited by LEWIS FOREMAN 

Published to coincide with the 50th anniversary of his death, 
The John Ireland Companion presents new articles by leading 
authorities on John Ireland and his music, together with reprints 
of a selection of the major earlier articles on Ireland including 
all Ireland's own writings, transcriptions of his broadcast talks 
and transcriptions of interviews with the composer. It also 
includes a discography, a select bibliography, a summary 
catalogue of works and a CD with examples of Ireland’s 
broadcast talks and samples of his piano playing. 
£40.00, Special Offer Price: £30.00 
October 2011 978 1 84383 686 5 107 b/w illus.; 600pp, HB  
Boydell Press 
To order from Boydell & Brewer: 
• Securely online at:  www.boydellandbrewer.com  (postage is 
free for online orders!) 
• By post at:  Boydell & Brewer Ltd, PO Box 9, Woodbridge, 
Suffolk, IP12 3DF 
• By telephone:  01394 610 600 
• Or via e-mail:  trading@boydell.co.uk 
Payable by Cheque (payable to Boydell & Brewer), by 
MasterCard, Visa or Maestro/Switch. 
(Please add full delivery address, card number, name on card, expiry 

date & security code/Issue Number) 

Postage:  Please add £3.00 for the UK, for Europe £6.50 per 
book (up to a maximum of £26.00), international £10.00 per 
book. 
In all instances please be sure to quote reference 11416. 
Offer ends 31 January 2012 

mailto:skydancepress@aol.com
http://www.raymondhead.com/
http://www.fandmusic.com/
http://www.victorianoperanorthwest.org/
http://www.victorianoperanorthwest.org/
http://www.operasouth.co.uk/
mailto:chair@oare-string-orchestra.org
http://www.oare-string-orchestra.org/
http://www.boydellandbrewer.com/
mailto:trading@boydell.co.uk
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MEMBERS' DISCOUNT OFFERS - Other label CDs 

Offer 1) DUTTON - LYRITA - NIMBUS etc. 

We are able to offer members - 

Nimbus 5000 series/Lyrita/Saydisc/Amon Ra £11-25 

Nimbus 7000 series/Quartz £8-50 

Dutton CDLX £9-25 

Dutton CDLF £5-35 

Note - Dutton have recently issued revised prices and coupled 

with the VAT rise it has been necessary to modify our prices as 

above. 

FOR THESE OFFERS ONLY THE MINIMUM ORDER 

IS 2 (Two) CDs. ALSO THIS IS AN OPEN OFFER AND 

THE CLOSING DATE IS 15 April 2011. HOWEVER, 

PLEASE ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY (to allow for 

my possible absence, other delays etc). Delivery should be 

within a week or so however. 

Offer 2) Usual labels offer. CLOSING DATE FOR THIS 

OFFER: 30 January 2012 (Should you wish to order a 

minimum of 10 CDs from the Select list of labels, or 4 CDs 

from the Priory list this deadline does not apply).  

Best known labels currently available are as follows:- 

Select: Naxos, Chandos, BIS, Hyperion, APR, BBC Legends, 

Cello Classics, Clarinet Classics, Collegium, CPO, Da Capo, 

Gimell, LPO, Opera Rara, Proprius (Sweden), Bridge (USA), 

Michael Nyman, Ondine (Finland), Profil (Germany) 

Priory: Albany-TROY, Altarus, Guild, Meridian, Priory, 

Amphion, Dynamic, Metier, Sterling (Sweden) 

Pricing has become more varied, with at least one label 

(CPO) having differing prices but using one label code and 

number system for them all. As a standard price please use £11-

25 for Select labels and £10-75 for Priory labels. Specific 

exceptions: APR £8-00; BBC Legends £10-00; LPO £8-00; 

Marco Polo £7-75 and Naxos £4-75.  

These labels have a variety of different prefixes and 

prices. Those quoted are probably the main ones. Orders for 

other categories will be priced appropriately on delivery. If 

specific items come in under standard price the cost to 

members will be suitably adjusted. This can be catered for by 

an open cheque. 

Some other labels are available and a complete list can be 

provided on request. We cannot assume all discs on all labels 

will always be available, but we are happy to try to obtain 

them. We can make requests for catalogues but these may not 

necessarily be available. 

Prices include postage inland. Members requiring 

overseas shipment or payment other than in £ sterling should 

contact the Hon. Treasurer for appropriate prices. 

Please send all orders in writing to the Hon. Treasurer 

together with payment by OPEN cheque with maximum value 

indicated. Cheques in favour of 'The British Music Society'. 

Once ordered discs must be paid for if supplied. Should 

you wish to cancel anything already ordered please contact the 

Hon. Treasurer as soon as possible and he will endeavour to 

assist. Members must understand that delivery times may be 

extended depending on order levels, minimum order 

requirements of the suppliers etc. and cannot necessarily expect 

delivery by return (we hold no stocks). Hon. Treasurer 

Ashgate Books Offer 
Ashgate Publishing has a web page especially put together for 

the British Music Society. You will be able to reach this page 

via the BMS Website or using the URL www.ashgate.com/bms 

and find titles of interest to you here with a special Society 

discount. The book selections will be regularly updated and the 

discount will be 25%, so now is your chance to get some of 

those titles you’ve missed in the past! 

To order books and claim your discount, simply select the 

books you wish to purchase and add them to your shopping 

basket, type your discount code into the field marked 

“Promotional Code” and the website will calculate your order 

to reflect the Society’s discount. The code that you need is 

H9CHH50. If for any reason you would prefer to order by 

telephone, please call our distributors, Bookprint Ltd, on +44 

(0) 1235 827730 and quote the discount code when placing the 

order. 

Michael Hurd  

The third and fourth recordings of music funded by the Michael 

Hurd Bequest have now appeared. Two chamber operas - The 

Widow of Ephesus and Mr.Owen's Great Endeavour performed 

by soloists and chorus with Orchestra Nova under George Vass 

(on Dutton CDLX 7269) and four instrumental pieces (coupled 

with works by Robin Milford and Richard Blackford) variously 

for recorder, piano and string quartet (on Metier msv28522). 

A small stock of copies are available to the BMS and may be 

purchased by members at the special prices of £6 (Dutton) and 

£9 (Metier) each (postage included UK and Europe) £7 and £10 

elsewhere. Cheques favour The British Music Society or 

US$12 and US$16.50 (favour S.C. Trowell) whilst stocks last. 

A few copies of the two previous recordings are also still 

available. See BMS News 130 Page 425 and BMS News 129 

Page 378 for details. 

Orders for all items to the Hon. Treasurer 
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For Sale 

BMS News, British Music and Simpson CDs 
BMS News issues 61 (Mar 1994) to 128 (Dec 2010) complete. 
British Music vols 17-32 (1995-2010) - vol.25 (2003) missing. 
In fine to mint condition. Free to anyone who will collect from 
our home in Solihull or pay postage, which will be determined 
on application. 
also: 
Robert Simpson: Complete Symphonies, various orchestras, all 
except No. 11 conducted by Vernon Handley. Boxed set of 7 
CDs and booklet (Hyperion). Excellent condition. £21.00 
including postage within the UK. 
J. Martin Stafford ismeron99@aol.com or 0121-711 1975 

Announcements 

Electronic BMS News – any Member may take News 

electronically. You may find an electronic copy both quicker 

and more convenient and it will save the Society postage! 

Please email Christopher Johns at christopher@johns.co.uk and 

copy Stephen Trowell at sct.bms1943@eldy.org if you would 

like to change to this option. 

Members who take News by this method will no longer be sent 

the printed version but will received an email with a PDF 

attached of News as soon as each issue is published. 

Membership subscription fees will remain unchanged and 

issues of the journal British Music will continue to be published 

in printed form only. However, Overseas Members who choose 

to receive BMS News by electronic delivery will only be 

required to pay the equivalent UK subscription rate in future 

years, rather than the appropriate overseas rate that includes 

higher postal costs. 

New Members 
We welcome the following new members that have joined the 

society during the past few months: 

Dr Wendy Hiscocks 

Financial Bequests to the Society 
If any member has already arranged a bequest to the Society or 

is so considering doing, would they please note the following: 

given the formation of the Charitable Trust, if their bequest has 

conditions for its use attached to it and/or particularly if it is of 

a more substantial amount (£5,000 or more), would the 

benefactor kindly arrange for the bequest to be made to The 

British Music Society Charitable Trust (Registered No. 

1122597) rather than directly to the Society. If the wish is that 

the monies are used only be the Society this can be made a 

condition for any bequest. If any bequests have already been 

included in wills, as far as is conveniently possible, would the 

benefactor take any opportunity to revise their bequest to take 

account of these remarks. 

Stephen Trowell, Hon. Treasurer 

Gift Aid 2010 
The British Music Society is most grateful to the (almost) 250 

members that signed Gift Aid Declaration forms in favour of 

the BMS as a registered charity. This has meant that the 

Treasurer has been able to claim £1,160 back from the Inland 

Revenue in 2010. This has NO tax implications whatsoever in 

respect of donating members. It is in line with Treasury policy 

in respect of Charitable Donations and is the easiest and 

cheapest way to give “something extra” to the BMS. 

It has been encouraging that since last year, several existing 

members have now joined the scheme. On the other hand, it is 

discouraging that fewer new members have not done so. 

If you are a Tax Paying UK Resident, you may take advantage 

of this Gift Aid Scheme to help your Society. Do email or 

telephone the Hon. Treasurer to ask for the form and for further 

information. (See inside front page for these contact details) 

Stan Meares, Gift Aid Administrator 

Index to British Music; Journal Vols. 21 - 30 
Copies of the latest instalment of the Journal Index are now 

available on request to the Hon. Treasurer. UK members please 

send a self-addressed A5 size envelope stamped at minimum 

rate. Indices (two) covering the previous editions are also 

available. If required in addition, UK members please stamp 

envelope at minimum of Large Letter rate. Overseas members - 

US please send $3 and add $1 per additional index required 

(Cheques favour S.C. Trowell). European and other members 

contact the Hon. Treasurer to consider means of payment. 

Errors & Omissions 

BMS News 131, September 2011, p441 
The article by Garry Humphries Peter Sculthorpe Requiem 
should read at the end “Originally published in the Church 
Times.” 
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